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Dialectics of ReYoiution a'od of Woffien's Liberation*
h;• Raya o,,_mayevskaya

fotroduction :md P3!f 1: Marx's Marxism; Lenin's Marxism
_Let's go adventuring to some Historic Turning Points that have unchained the dialectic:
in Marx's age, h1 Lenin's, and in our post-World War II age.
·Lees begin with 1843-44. when Marx broke with capitalism, having discovered a whole
· new continent ofthou&ht and of revolution that he called ..a new Humanism."_
·Hegel's dialectic methodology had created a revolution in philosophy. Marx criticized it
precisely because the structure of Hegel's Phenomenology of AJind was everyWhere interpreted
as a revolution in Thought only. Marx's .. CritiQue of the Hegelian Dialectic'' took issue with
Hegel also fOr holding that a philosopher can know the dialectic of revolution (the French
Revolution iri. Hegel's case) only alter the revolution has tnken place. Marx n "-created
.
it aS a
dialectic_ of RealitY in need of transformation. He named, the Subject-the revolutionary
force who could achieVe this-as the Pro!etari:\t.
Put- briefly, Marx transformed .Hegel's revolution in philosophy into a philosophy of
revolution. This will be funher developed throughout this talk. For the moment, our focus
must develop ·Marx's first .. new moment"..,...-i.e., discovery-the binh of what 'he called ..a new
Iiurn~ni_sm."' .
.

It is _that which Characterized ·Marx's whole life from his Dreak with Capitalism until the
·day of his death, i843·1883. ll included two actual re\'olutions-i848 and 1871. The defl!at
of the 1848 revolutions produced a new need for a continuing revolution, a .. Revolution in
·-Permanence''; and Marx concluded from 1871, which created the Paris Commune, that the
bourgeois state needs to be tot.!I.Uy d~:stroyed, and he· called for a non-state form of workers'
ride lik: the Paris Commune.

A 31-year lapse followed beiore a single post-Man Marxist-lenin-felt compelled to
have a re\'clutionary Cr.countcr with the Hegelian dialectic. That Historic Turning Point fol·
low:d when. in the objective world, the SCcond International collapsed at the outbreak ·of
World War I. The shocking betrayal by the Second International served as the compulsion to
Lenin to return to Marx's origin in the Hegelian dialectic with his own study cr Hegel's Sci- c•nct! of l ..tJJ:ie<. This marked the Great Divide in post-Marx Marxism. Lenin's grappling with
lhe Hegeli:m-Marxian' dialectic continu~d through the final decade of his life, from 1914 to
1924.
What resulted rrom this revo1utionary encounter was a reUnification of philosophy with
revolution. We must see what Lenin specifically singled out to h~lp him am.wcr the Historic
task facing him, and how he reconnected with. Man's Marxism. The dialectical principle he
!ingl~d out from Hegel was traniformatlun Into oppo:ille. Everything he worked out from then
on-from lln[U:rialism to Stale and Rc•':'o/mion-demonstrates that.
·
- The main fo,cus here i~ on the significnncc of whiJ.t n revolutionary concretizes to answer
the challerlge or a new ag~. In the case of lenin it was the dialectic principle of transformation into opposite that he hcl~ to charncterizc both capitalism's development into imperialism
• A lecture ..tcllvcrM in. Cbicqo, Jaau.:y 27/Febnwy 3, 1985
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and a section of the proletariat being transformed into "the aristocracy of labor."
Nearly. two decades eJipsed after Lenin died-during which would come the actual out·
break' of .World Wrir. II, which caused Trotskyism to split into several different
tendencies-before there was the first serious grappHng w1ib. the new reality that characteriZed
the ~objective -:world. ·It was· the: _0\}t&rcak of WorJd .. War. u· which compelled me to· study
Russia's- three" Five Year· Plans_· and ·to· .come to the conclusiOn that Russia· was a
state--capitalist society. The shocker.to TrOtsky, to which be never reconciled himself, was that
ou~rlght cotmtior7revolution- came, not from the ·outside, from imperialiSm; but from the Rus·
siel1 Ret<olution itself~ With. the transformation of the firSt workers• state into a state--capitalist
Sccit"ty it became clear that Stalin represented not just the bureaucrat, Stalin, but -Stalinism, a
Russiariforril of the new world stage in production.
Before. however,· the _dialectics of revolution could be fully unchained philosophically for
our age, we had to ·experience both the new phCnomenon in the Miners General Strike of
1949-50, Jiving masses in motion posing new questions;and a serious grappling, philosophically, with the Hegelian-Marxian diaJectic. This . resulted in the philosophy of·
Marxist-:Humanism. It. was this philosophy which characterized tho~e masses in motion as a
movement from pr.at'tice that is itseiC at forin or theOry. Si'nce we are Marxist-Humanists, what
we will examine today is that whole body of ideas-taking up both what we call the "trilogy
_of revolutiOn .. and the new founh book we will soorl have off the press: Women's Liberation
and llzt.~ Dialec1ics of Rel'O!ttiion: Reaching fur the Fulllre.
Marx•s Marxism
Let's first examine Marx himself, from 1843 to 1883, in both his relationship to, and the
break from, Hegel. So far as I am concerned, the .. new moments" in Marx mark not merely
the last decade of his life-which became. for us, the trail to the 1980s-but begin with the
very firsi moment in -Marx, the moment -Qf his break with' capitalism, it~ production, its culture, its immediate contenders frc'm Lassalle on:- Fronl that encounter there came the birtit of
a n!!w ~ontinent of thought and of ;evo!ution.
There was no time for popularization; that had to be left- to his closest coUaborator,
Engels-who was no Marx-so that the founder of this new continent of thought and of revolution could give his· whole time to the concretization of that new Universal-Marx's "new
Humanism."
Note how painstakingly and in what interrelationships Marx's 1844 "Critique of the
Hegelirin Dialectic" shows all the r.ew elements. Though he had already designated the
proletariat ri.s the revolutionary force, it was at that moment that he also singled out the
. Man/\Vom~n relationship and pointed to the fact that it is that which discloses how nlienatlng
is the nature of this capitalist society. And though he had a!re:1dy separated himself from
petty-bourgeois idealism, the power of negativity separated him also from Fcuerbachian
materialism.
The •·new Humanism," in a word, was not just a maner of counterposing materialism to
idealism: it was the unity of the two. By introducing practice as the very source of philosophy, Marx completely transformed the Hegelian dialectic as related only to thought and made
it the dialectics of revolution. It was not only capitalism and its idealism Marx rejected, but
what he called "vulgar communism"-which he stressed was nol the goal of the ovenhrow of
capi!.alism. What concretized his .. new Humanism" was that the revolution must be contiouou's aiter the overthrow of cupitulism.
When the real revolutions came in 1848-and he, himself, panicipau:d in them-he
called, afier their defeat, for u ••Revolution in Permanence," in his I 850 Addn•ss 10 tilt• Com·
mrmist Lc·agut•. And after the 1875 French edition of C..'"apilu/, aftC"r 40 hard year.. of labor in
economics, he projected the possibility that o rcvohuiou could occur first in n techno1ogicnlly
backward country (what w~ now see ns the Third World)-u.head, that is, of the so--called
advanced countries-though that wos the opposite of whal it seemed he hnd predic1cd in the
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- 3.,Accumulation of Capital:~ In a word, there was nothing that was concretely spelled out in
Marx's ·ve[y last·decade·that was not first seen in the Promethean vision which he had
unfolde~. at the very beginning, in the breaking up of the capitalist woriC:.
__ Take even· the one question-Organization----:which ttie so-called orthodox claim was
·never touched seriously by anyone, not even a Marx, until Lenin worked it out in What is to
be Done?- _in 1902~03. The truth is-·that Marx was always an ''organization man.'' He no
·sooni!i.gcit to Paris and finished his 1844 Essa;ps (which never wen~ pub1ished in his lifetime)
than he searched out W_ork.:rs~ 'meetings. created his own International Communist CorresP<ln·
dence Committees, a"nd~'then joined- the Leigue of the Just, which became the COmmunist
League.~ He tried to get everYone fro in Feuerbach _to Proudhon to join, calling on them_ to be
, as enthusiastic about the workers' voices as he was.
.
What'wai-s' irue '~as that only-~ith.the 1875 ""Ma~inal Notes''we.kno~ 3s the Cririque.of
the·Gotha Program did he express"hi.: views directly on the .. program'.' of a workers' party.
Those·''Margin~l Notes" stressed the._impossibility for serious revolutionaries ever to separate ·
. Philosophy of revolution from the actual organization; when a principle of philosophy and
revolution is nol in the "program," one should never join that organization, though one could
Participate "in individual joint action agai_nst capitalism.
Did this Critique mean anything· to any of those who called themselves Marxists'?
Clearly, not to the whole leadership of the Second International. That Historic Turning Point
had not_ meant an)1hing to any of the German leaders-and not only not to the Lassalleans
but alSO not to the Eisenachists, who considered themselves Marxists.
And what of the lntCrnaiionalists? It took nothini short of the outbreak of World War I
to have an)'one turn to the Critiqrie. The single one who did-Lenin-learned a great deal on
the necessary_ destruction of the capitalist state, as Slate and Revolution shows, but he left the
" whole queStion of Ofganization completely alone.
'
It took our age:, specifica11y M3rxist·HiJmanists-, before there was a serious grappling with
the typ! of org.::nization Marx was caliing for,· and a reconnection of organization with his ,
-philosophy of ''rc"•olution in perlnanencc.'' We did it pubHc3Jiy only when the transcription
of Marx's Etlmo/ogical Notebooks became available in the 1970s, and. were analyzed phi_lo·sophically for our.age in.Rosa Lttxemburg, ll'omen's Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of
Rc.•l•o/ul~on. It was there that we challenged all Post-Marx M:1rxists on this question.
Lenin~s

Marxism
71u: differe.'?Ce of Ihe ideal from the material is also 1101 unconditional. not exces·
sil•e...
At tlie end of Book J/ of the Logic, before Ihe transition to the Notion. a d,'.finition is
.gil•,•n: "the Notion, Ihe realm of Subjectivit}' or of Freedom";

NB

Freedom=sllhje,·ti~·ily

("oO

goal, consciousness. strivinJ! NB
L,•nin, Abstract of Hegel's Science of Logic
Lenin did not know the 1844 Humanist Essays. What predominated in the mind of the
first generation of post-Marx Marxists was Organization, and that without grappling wiih
Marx's Critique of the Gotha Program: that was totally ignored. What was not only not
i&nored but actually became the Great Divide in Marxism was the dialectic, the relationship
betwe~n materiali'im and idealism, the dialectic methodolo&y. The only Divide acknowledged
bY Marxists was that between reform and revolution. Put difi"erently, thou;,.'"; :he insep:.r::.bil.ity of rc'.'olution from orgnnization•s gOal was acknowledged, philosophy remained the missing link. That was not just in general. Specifically. it meant reducing melhodology as if it
were n mei"e "tool." It is this which shows what the true Great Divide was: the Dialectic
which Lenin alone understood, although he kept his Whul is to bt• Dum•? where it was in
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The very fact that the Great Divide continued within the Bolshevik movement- in
_ &reat -revolutiori.aries like _Rukharin and Rosa Luxemburg-speaks volumes about the
· unack_no\vledged _missing link of philosophy. Thus, the one_ who v.oas accepted as the gfeatest

- thc!oretici3.n-Bukharin~sharply disagreed with- Lenin on hiS relationship· to the n2.tional ·
liberation movemeDts, specifically the Irish Revolution. It led Lenin to Use as divisive a class
--- desigriation of Bukharin's po:;iHon- as- ..imperialist economism.. ! Lenin did· not sum- up his
3ttitude. to. Bukharin, directly relating it· to dialectics,. until his Will. There Lenin. (who _by
th-en had Bukharin's Economics of the Transition Period) wrotC that Bukharin's views could
..Oilly with _:Hie very greatest doubt:_ be· regarded as fully Marxian~ for ... he neVer fully
understood the dialectic:·
·
,
The prinCiple Lenin singled out in the dialectic, as we noted, was die traosfonnation ·
into opposite, which he ·retati:d boih to 'capitalism and to a section of the proletariat, but not
··to his concept of the ''Pnrty·to:lead."- But while he failed to submit ..the Po:.rty'' to the
AbsolUte Method of the dialectic. of second· ne8ativity-that _. remained his·· untou<:hable
''private enclave," the one that remains the noose around us all-Lenin did unstintingly hold
to the dialectic principle that the imperative to re~transform 'the opposite into the positive
cannot be done without the creath-'ity or a new revolutionary force. The fact that you could
prove betrayal would amount to nothing unless ~·ou could point to a new forCe like the Irish
RevolUtion.
It was this which led him to attack what he called Luxemburg~s "'half~way dialectic."
H~rt! was a revolutionary who, before anyone else, including Lenin, had called attention to
the opportunism of the Second lntemational and had pinpointed, before the actual outbreak
of World War I, the International's opportunistic attitude to German capitalism's plunge into
imperialism, and to the suffering of the colonial masses. Unfortunately, however, she saw the
.. root cause" not in the Second International alone, but in the defects of Marx'S theory of
Accumulation 'of Capital. This resulted in her deVt:Joping one more- form of
underconsumptionism.- Her failure to:rccognize the colonial mass opposition·as V.·hat Lenin
called ""ihe bacillus ·or pr'otetarian revolution" led her tO Continue her opposition to Lenin's
Po~ition on the-"National QUestion," That is what Lenin called the .. half-way dialectic."
He. on the contrary, related the- dialectiC-.to ever}1hing he wrote fro'm then on.:_from
Imperialism and State and Revolution to his Letter to the Editors of Under·zhe Banner of
Mar:cism oobout the need to study the Hegelian dialectic in Hegel's own words. His death
created a philosophic void none· of his co~leaders. Trotsky included, could fill. That remained
the task for a new age.
··
Part II: Re.estabUshlng the Link nf Continuity with~ Marxism and the Development of
the Body of Ideas of Marxist-Humanism
After a decade of world Depression and the rise of facism came the greatest' shocker, the
Hitler~Stalin PaCt, that signalled the timing of World War II. It was high time .to recognize
the startling fact that, though. November 1917 was the greatest revolution, the
· countcr~revolution came, not from an outside imperialism, but from within. Trotsky could
not, did not, face that reality, much less work out the new dialectic.
!t took a whole decade of digging into whitt happened after the revolution had conquered
power to disc_over how it was trnnsformed into its opposite-a workers• state into a
state-capitalist society-through the Five Year Plans us Wt!~l as the objective situation in the
J)rivate capitalist world. Let's look into the two stages of th:u decade: first, straight
state-capitalist theory: and finally, the binh of Marxist~Humanism.
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-sA.-V.lcissiludcs of State·Cuphalism, the Bluck Dimension, and the Birth of Marxlsr·liumitnlsm:
ft..la_r.~Jsin and Freedom: From 1776 until Toda}';The Voices from Below oflhc 1900s
Mtir.~·lsm-·Uud r)-ef:dom:. r).om 1776 'umi/ To'da}' ·is the first of the three books which
· _ M_arxist-H~mZmism ·refers to :·as· our .. trilogy of revolution.•• The- first edition contained two'
... , Appendices .. One is the first published Eng]ish translation of Marx's .. Private Propeny and
-Corrimunism". and .. Critique--of-the Hegelian Dialectic" from what haS come to be called
Marx·s 1844_ Humanist Essays. The second is the first English· translation of Lenin's
""Al?_stract' of_ Hegel's Science of{..ogic.n

··some elements o(Humanism were present in our development-as early as 1941 in thi:
essay- on "'Labor and Society," which .was tht' very first section of my analysis of ''The NatUre
of the Russian__ Economy.',' That essay waS .:rejected for publication by the Trotskyists (the
Workers Party) when they nccepted the strictly economic analysis of the Five Year Plans from
Russian· sources.·The vicissitudes of state-capitalism woUld show thaf only when the philosophic structure
is fully developed can one present the theory of state-capitalism· in a way that would answer
the quest for universality and what Marxist-Huiuanism called ''the movement from practice."
Which is why I prefer the way my 1941 study of the nature of the Russian economy was
presented in Marxism wtd Freedom: From 1776 until Today in 1957. in Part V, ..The
l'roblern of our Age: State-Capitalism vs. Freedom."
Marxists and non-Mai-xists alike have always rejected even the attempt to ·give a
philosophic structure to concrete events. Take the question of the Black Dimension. No one
could· dl!ny what new stage had been· reached in the 1960s, and whether you called it a:
rl!volution or just a new stage of the struggle for civil rights, there was no denying the stormy
nature ·of the 1960s. But the truth. is that this could be.~een not only in the '60s, but,
bl!ginning with the Montgomery Bus Boycott-and not only ils a ilew beginning but in. terms
of. the whole philosophic_ !ltructure· for the. following decade. Here is what I singled out from
:hat event ·in Mar:::.ism and -Freedom: t) the daily meetings; 2) the~way in which the Black
rank-and-file organized their own transponation (indeed, Rev. King admiHed'that the ·Nhole
movcmenl started withOut him); 3) the fact that, whether it was the meetin1s5 or the
trnnsportation that the. masses took into their own_hands, the Boycott's greatest achievement
was "'its own working existence"-the very phrase Marxism and Fh•c!dom had nlso pointed to
in !'llOthcr sec: ion, as the way Marx had written of the Paris Commune.
Wr: could tak\!' the same 35 years we have taken in our new, founh book where we show
the de ..·dopmcm of the diah:ctics of revolution on Women's Liberation. and show· that
dc\·elopment on th;:: Black D"i'rilension. Tht> same is true for Youth, as when we take the three
new-pages of freedom in Marxbm1 at~d Fr£•edom on the Hungarian Revolution, where I point
to thl• revolutionary Youth getting ever younger, as witness the 12-year-old Hungarian
Freedom Fighter. And of course the-same would be true of Labor. That, indeed, begins in
th~ French Re\·olution of 1789-93. when there was no industrial_ proletariat and the enrages.
the sans ,;-uloucs. thL" anisans, were the great revolutionaries who spelled out the 5.ame masses
in motion.
M~~Se!. in motion have marked every Historic Turning Point. This is articulated by
going bc)·nntJ e\"C:I')' n:uional boundary. In our age it can be seen whether we arc looking at
the t\frll-AS.ian Rc,·c.llutions or the latin American Revolutions, and it is reflected both in our
a'-'tivil)' ami in uur publications. It was seen in the very early years of News and Letters
Committc:cs in 1he way in which the revolution in CUba brought about our very first Wc:f:k/.1•
l'oli;fr,;{ l.,'lkr. f,.1,1r~ rl!~fntly. it i~ ~c.:en in the- bi-lingual pamphiei on Lcuin Amc•rim'.\·
Rt•m/utirm.\·, b1 R,•ulil)' m~el iu Tlwuglu. ·And you will soon sec it in the new book in the way
the c.•arl)' corrcsponc.h:ncc with Sih·io Frondizi attains a new significance.
Th•: three-Ibid goal of .\larxi.u11 uml Fn•l•dom was: I) to establish the American roots of
f\1an;ism. no1 whl.!rc the urthodox cite it (if they cite it at all) in the General Congress of
L:\hM at Dahimorc (I 86fl), hut in the Abolitionist Movement and the slave revolts which led
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to the Civil War: 2) to establish the world Humanist concept which Marx had, in his very
·first new. "moment, called ··a new_ Humanism," and which became so alive in our age and led
to M:irxist-Humanism; and 3) to re-establish the revolutionary. nature of the Hegelian
dinlcctiC a~.- Marx re-created it ::md as it became compulsive for Lenin at the outbreak of the
First World War,·gaining a still newer life in our post-World War JI age'.

·The- Coritempor.meity as weJJ _as specificity qf the deep-rootedness of· the Hegelian
dialectic permeates the whole of Alarxism and-Freedom. Please note the book's dialectical
_struCture and see that from the very first chapter ("The Age of Revolutio(ls: Industrial,
Sociai-PoJiticUJ.: Intellectual ..) it discloses nO- division between the objt;ctivity of the period
and the subjectivity of revolutionary Marxism. And note as well its todayness as it ~nds the
chapter- with the ·section entitled "Hegel's Absolutes and Our Age of AbsolUtes.'' Let me read
you th_e last paragraJ?h of that chapter:

·-.--.

To_ declare. in our· day_ and age, that Hegel's Absolute means nothing but the
''knowing" of the whole past of human culture is to make a mockery of the
dialectical development -of the world and of thought, and absolutelY' to bar a
rational approach to Hegel. What is far worse, such sophistry is· a self-paralyzing
harrier agairist a sober theoretical approach to the world _itself.
1
It is neCessary· to divest Hegelian philosoPhy of the di:ad-weight of· academic
tradition a_s well as of radical intellec:ual snobbery and cynicism or we will lay.
ourselves wide open to the putrescent smog of Communism.
-Aiar.,·i.mr and Frt•l'dom. p. 43
FrOm the very-stun of News and.letters Committees in 1955 we made· two decisiOns
simultaneously. At our Con-vention in '1956, our Constitution established our newspaper,
A't•n·s & Letf(•i:,·, as a unique combination Or workers and intellectuals. with a Black
pl-oduction Worker. Charles Denby, as our editor and with Raya Dun~yevskaya .. as
Chai~·o_man of the National Editorial Board; and we assigned the Natio.nal Chairwoman ~_o
set IOrth our:own interpretation of Marxism in what became J\larxb-m-and rr,·..·dom: From
/77ri ·mui! .Tcdu.a·. ·-All-of the ·new pamphlets we- produced through the turbulent 1960s flowed
out of the structure of ,\Jarxism and Fret•dom: Workc•rs Bailie Alllomation, T/w Frc•t• Speedr
.\lm·c;nu·nt-_aml tht• Nt•i:ro Rel•olmii.Jir, Notc•s on Wome,·s Liberation-all ·written by the new
voices from below: as we!J as my pamphlet on Nationalism, Communism, Afarxi.st·llumanism
"um/ 1/u• ..Jji-cJ-Asimt Rc•mlmions and the whole history of- the United States, Am£•ric·atr
Ch·i/i=alion on Trial, signed by the entii'e National Editorial Board of Nt.•n•s & -Lt•flt'fj". These
and all the others we produced_ you must read for yourselves.
The whole question of the unity of Theory/Practice is seen especially dearly in the
difference between Pan I of Charles Denby's Indignant lleart, written when the
Johnson-Forest Tendency was still a single State·Capitalist Tendency. and_ Part n. wriuen
after Murxist-1-tumanism had been openly practiced for more than two decades and brought
all those: developments in Charles Denby.
In 1969 M.. rxist-Humailism called a· Black/Red Conference, and Marxist-Humanist
wom.:n also held their conference aild decided to establi_sh an autonomous organization. Not
only did both conferences have muny non-Mu:-xist-Humanists present, but in the Black/Red
Conference. they were the majority present. That year, 1969, was also the year we donated
our Archives to Wayne State University. The unfinished 1968 Paris Revolt had finally made
us realize that Marxist-Humanism. projected in the 1950s and 5pelled out comprehensively in
1957 in our firs; major theoretical work. cried out for concretizing Marxism ns philosophy.
Not only" was 1969 not 1968; 1969 was high time to realize that theory, including
stalc·c:tpitalist theory. is not-is not-yet philosophy.
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B. Rctufn to Hegel and Our DinlecticaJ Discon~ries: PhilosopliJ' and ReYo/ution: From Hegel to

Sartre und from 1\lsrx to ~lao

By the end of the 1960s. when the climax of all the activity-had resulted Dilly' in an
abonCd revolutioO. _we could no longer avoid the strictly philosophic new digging into Hegel
to_ sec_ wh.it concr~tely related -to our age. The return to all of- Hegel's major
v.·Orks:-;-cspcci:illy _the_- final syllogism Hegel· had added to the· PhilastJphJ• of Mind-finally.
resulted in our $CCond major philosophic-theoretical work. Philmwplty und Rerolulion. That
n'e\v. return and ·concentration on those final syllogisnls was comprehensive in the way it
rc~examincd _nO-t only Hegel aild Marx and Lenin (which constituted Part J. •·WIJy ·Hegel?
Why Now?''), bUt the Alternatives that considered themselves revoluticnary-Trotsky, Mao,
mid one ''outsider !coking.,in," Sanre {which Constituted Part 11); This time-the vicissitudes
of state-capitalism were ·not restricted- to those who called themselves Communists, but
included a:togcther new lands, new struggles, as well as a new African, Asian, Third World
soci:Ilism. (Part III dealt with Eas~ Europe, Africa, and the New Passions and Forces.)
But it dot:sn't stop there. What fiilally summed up the new challenges, new passions,
new forces-all those new relations against the ~bjective situation-was the return to Hegel
· .. in and for himself.'' by which J mean his major philosophic works: Plwnomc•tw/og)' of_Mind;
Sd,•nc,• t~(Logh-: and Philosvp/:J• ofl~lind from the EnC)"clopc•dia oftlu! Philo.sOpiiica/ Sciencc•.s.
Let's begin at the end of Ch<zptcr I· of PhilosuphJ• and R£•)•o/utiou, '"Absolute Negativity
as New Beginning: The Ceaseless Movement of Ideas and of History," where I concentrate
on the three final syllogisms of Hegel's Philosophy ·of A-lind, Para. 575, 576, 577. The very
listing of the books of the Ency4.:/op,•dia-Logic, Naiure, Mind (Para. 575)-discloses- a new
reality, and- that is th~t Logic is not as important as Nature, since Nature is the m"iddle, which
is the mediation. which is of the essence. The second syllogism (Para. 576) discloses that the.
mediation- comes. from Mind itself and Logic becomes less cruci3l. What is Absolute is
-Absolute Negativity, and it is that which 'replaces Logic altogether. What Hegel is saying is
that the movement is ceaseless and therefore he can no longer limit himself to a syllogism~
The ··sclf-Thin~ing Idea" has replaced the syllo&iStic presentation in Para. 577.
When I jammed up this conclus"ion- of Hegel's from my first chapter of Philosophy and
Rl'm!mitm with what I worked out when I summed up the fin-al Chapter 9 on what flowed
from thC ·movement from -practice (what I called ''New Passions and New Forces"), here is
how I expressed it: .

The reality is stifling. The transformation of reality has a dialectic all its own. It
demands a unity of the struggles for freedom with a philosophy of liheration. Only
then does the elemental revolt release new sensibilities, new passions, and new
forces-a whole new human dimension.
Ours is the age that can meet the challenge of the times when we work out so new
a relationship of theory to practice that the proof of the unity is in the Subject's
own self-developmem. Philosophy and revolution will first then liberate the innate
talents of men and women who will become whole. Whether or not we recognize
that this is the task history haS "assigned" to our epoch, it is a task that remains to
be done.
·
-PIIi/a:mph.1' and Rt•)•olwion. p. 292

C. The l\lurx Cenlcnary: Ros:J Lu:t:cmburg, Women's Liberation, snd /Uar.v.'s Philosophy of
Rel·olution
·
The Marx Centenary created the opportunity for us, when we also had a third major
philosophic work, Rosa Lu.\·t•mhurg, Wonwn's Libt•ration, and Murx's Philv.mphy of
Rt•)'o/witm (which completed what we call the .. trilogy of revolutiCin"), to stress how total the
uprooting of the system must be. It is not only that there can be no .. private enclaves" that
:.trc free from the dialectics of revolution-that which Hegel called '"second m:gativit)' .. and
what we consider the Absolute Method. the road to the Absolute Idea. It is that the crucial
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thing for us, nOw that we bad Marx's Ethnological Notebooks, was mere than just singling out
the Mani\Voman relationship; because wC could sec that the critique of all post-Marx
Marxists· ~gins with Frederick Engels. This last work of Marx disclosed Maix•s multilinear
view of all of human history vs. EngelS' -unilaiei-al view. . -it is- that which prompted us to create the category of '"post-Marx Marxism.. and it was
Precisely when we dealt with _other revolutionariCs like Rosa Luxeinburg that it became
·
:neCessary to focus on M2nc.'s concept of .. revolution in pennanence.n
All these new points of departure led to -the new study where I re-examined Marx's
Marxism as a totality. i cannot here go into that. which was central to the third book. I will
have to limit inyself_simply to ~noting the last parograph of the work:
What is Oei::ded is a ·new· uriifying principiC, On Marx's Uound of hum8nism. that
truly ·alters both human thought and human experience. Marx's Ethnological
Notebooks are a historic happening that proves, one hundred years after he wrote
them, that Marx's lega"cy is no mere heirloom. but a live body of ideas and
perspectives that is in · need of Concretization. Every moment of __ Marx's
development, as wen as the totality of his works, spells _out the need fof
•·revolution in permanence.•• This· is the absolute challenge to our age.
..;_Rosa-- Luxemburg, Woinen's Liberation,
and Marx's Philosophy of Ret:o/ution:. p. 195 ·

D. Unchaining tbe DiaJ~ctlc Through 35 Years or Marxist-HumKnist \Vritings Which Trace
the Dialectics of Revolution in a New_ ~ork on Women's Liberation
. _ The title for- my lecture today- has reversed the titl-e of our new founh ·b.."\Qk irito
••Dialictics of ReVolution and of Women's Liberation,"' not just as something necdCd for this
lecture. but as what is the actual focus ·of the whole ..trilogy of revolution" as welt" as this
latest philosophic work. Indeed, the Introduction to it-:and an Introduction" is really always
also the Conclusion-is called .. Introduction anC: Overview."' It !s that which I will tri to
summarize here as the unchaining of the dialectic for the post-World War II period, whether
that is expressed in· activities or books, in pamphlets or News & Lellers, or as it is implicit
thrOughout the Archives, as _well.

It is this which reveals that, nO matter what specific revolutionacy force turns out to be
the main one in any~ ongoing revolution, no one can· know ··before time who it will be.
Nothing- proves this more sharply than Women's Liberation, because it has been an
unrecognized and degraded force, rather than seen as a force thai is simultaneously Reason.
It is this which has made women question: ..What happens after?"
In the main, Women's Liberationists refuse to accept anything which shows that ..a
man" dc:cides. In actuality, what they are thereby rejecting is the dialectics of revolution. It
is this burning question of our age which led me to subtitlC this final section of my lecture:
Unchaini~g the Dialectic.
·
First, let us look at the unch"aining _of the dialectic for our age by Marxist-Humanists.
Our original contributions to Marx's Marxism can be seen in our first book, Mar.r:ism and
Freedom, ~ the :;tr.Icture of the whuic-thc Movement irorri Practice.· It is seen in our
second work, Philosophy and Revolution, as the working out of the Absolute Idea for our
age-Absolute Idea as New Beginning. In the third work, Rosa Lu.r:emburg, -Wome11's
Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution, it is seen as the challenge to all post~Marx
Marxists.
Secondly~ let~s see how Marx explained his return to the Hegelian dialectic in his very
last decade: ••My relationship with Hegel is very simple. I am a disciple of Hegel, and the
presumptuous chatter of the epigones who think they have buried this great thinker appear
frankly ridiculous to me. Nevenheless, I have taken the libeny of adopting... a critical
attitude, disencumbering his dialectic of its mysticism and \hus putting it through a profound
change.. .'~ This is from the manuscripts for Volume Jl of Capilal that Marx len, and that
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Engels· left out.
Now let's look at the structure of our fourth book, still on the press, Women·s Liberation
and the Dialectics of Revo/Ulion: Reaching for the FUlure. What became obvious to me was
that _the foUr parts ·or this book turned out to be actual moments of revolution. Thus Pan !,
~·Women, Labor and the Black Dimension;• actually also includes Youth~ as the fcur forces of_
revolution. I insisted in my. Introduction· that I was not presenting my Writings
chronologically because I wanted each topic to reflect, even if only implicitly, the totality of
my_ views.· Eycn that .Upect does not tell tlie whole story about the relationship of the fOrces
of _revolution to the Reason of any revolution-i.e. how each one of the forces ..reaches for
thC future,n This was most clearly _shown not onlY by the forces th<it actua11y made the
revolution in RuSsia; but by those in Persia Where the women in the revolution of 190&.11
had gone beyond even what they did in Russia, itself,. by establishing' a new fonn ororganization,. the· women's anjun;en (soviet)..· Today we spell this out as committee·.form in
place of ~•party·to-ll!ad. n
Part II, .. Revolutionaries All," again shoWs the 'activist~.- the actual participants' in
revoJutions. W:hethcr or Dot they were conscious of actua1ly being the history-makers, they
were exactly that. And that section_ has the footnote which returns us· tc Marxism and
Freedom, choosing the section that describes the milkr:Daids initiating the Paris Comrilune of
1871.
.

Pan lll, "'Sexism, Politics and Revolution.:_Japan, P01tugal, Poland, China, Latin
-America, the United States-Is there an Organiutional Answer?" clearly illustrates both the
positive internationalism and the very negative sexism in each country, _Whether East or West.
Yet what the Introduction and o ..·erview made clear was that the forces of revolution had to
show their actual presence before the concretization of the dialectics of· revolution would
manifest itself.
Put differently, what the Very. first sentence of the first paragraph of the first" pa&e of the
Introduction establishes is that first there must 1:~. :. definition that is· a concretization of the·specific nature of your epoch. We had designated that as the movement from ['73Ctict that is
itself a form of theory, and we had arrived at that conclusion from the encoutlt:r with the Absolute Idea as being not just a unity of practice and theory, but a very new relationship of
pn.;etice to theory. It is this which determined the whole structure· of our very first major
theoretical work, Marxism and Freedom. -Only after this specific epoch and its historic
·content was grasped do We spe.1.k, in the second paragraph of the Introduction and Overview,
about the uniqueness of one of the forces of revolution, Women's Liberation.
We now come to Pan IV on ••The Trail to the l980s..-which is naturally the one that
is key to any concretization of the present period. Our task is two·fo1d: we have to catch the
link of continuity with Marx's Marxism; and th~n make our own original contributions,
which only the epoch in question can work out for itself. Marx opened the gates for us. Look
at the way he treated his relationship to Hegel after he diS\..---overed his own New Continent of
Thought and yet felt it imponant to return to the Hegelian dialectic. That was not to deny
anything new. On the contrary-and contrary especially to all those who try to use the final
decade of Marx's life to tum him into no more than a.populist-the full 40 years of Marx's
work, which saw the critic or th~ Hegelian dialectic become the philosopher of revolution and
"•he :~uthnr or Capilol, prove that he ccntinu:d his own very original development throughout
his life, including· the ~ir.nl decade, and that the new moments were no break with his very
first new discovery.
the development or Women as the new revolutionary force anti.
Follow the dialectics
Reuon. Concretization, when it expresses a Universal that becomes Concrete, shows what
Absolute Idea is as New Beainalas. AU the emphasis on "New Beginnings.. pinpoints the task
of nn age. Absolute Idea is total, but it cannot be total a.s a quantitative measure. That is
where the new in any epoch requires the u,Jna: presence of thnt revolutionary force and not
just a Promethean vision. That is not becsuse Promethean vision and Reaching for the
Future doesn't help the next generation to see its task. Quite the contrary. That is when

or
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disc-ontifluity is not a revision of, but a continuation with, the original New Moment when
__there ar~ all_ sorts of new voices and listening to them is quintessential.
·
lt is onif-after the new world stage of practice is recogniZed that we "get tQ that new
.reYolutionary force- of -Women's Liberation, which -·has--- named the culprit-male
· ch3\ivi~ism...:.:.as. chai-acterizing the revolutionary movement itself. That is to say, it is _!lot
__ · on!y .~haracteristic_ oLcapi!aJism~ cind no: _oo)y of this epoch,· but bas existcid throughout
·.··.hiStory.-- :The Point is not-to stop there.· But-in order not to stop there; you have to_ recognize
Women•s Liberation as-a force that is -Reason:and not just force-and that means a total
· \iprooting_ofthis societY. and the creation of totally new human relations. Which is why MarX-was not'- exclusiVely_ a feminist "but a ..new Humanist."· The fact that feminism i~ part ._of
HUmanism and not the other. way around does not mean that Women's Liberation becomes
-stibmdin!:te. ~- It me::.ns only that philosophy wilr not again be separated from revOlution, or
RCason separated from force. Even Absolute .Method becomes only the ..road to.. Absolute
Idea,-Absolute
Mind.
Let niebook:
end, fhen, with the final paragraph from the IntroductiOn and Ovtrview of our
new, founb

The AbsoJute Method allows for no .. private enclaves"-i.e., exceptions to· the
principle of Marx's Dialectics, whethei- on the theoretical or the organizational
, questions. As Marx insisted from the very beginning, nothing can be a private
enclave: neither any pan of life, nor organization, nor even science. In his
Economic-Philosophic ldanuscripls, he proclaimed that: ..To have one basis for life
otnd anotbCr for science is" a priori a lie."
· And now that we have boih the Eilmological Notebooks and the ·Mathematical
. •VanusCri_pts,-from Marx's last years,- where.he singl~d out the expressiOn ..negation of-the
negation," we can see that that is the very same er.pression he used in 1.844 to explain._why
Feuerbach was a vulgar materialist in .rejecting if, and Hegel was the creative philosopher. As
we concluded in the Introduction and OvervieW to. Women's Liberation· and the Dialectics of
.·RevOlution, on Marx's 1844 declaz:ation on science and life:
.
It
The truth Of this statement has never heeD more immediate and urgent than in our
·nuclear world, over which hangs nothing short of the threat to the very survival of
civilization as we have known it.
·

...
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Charles Denby, Worker-Editor
!n Memoriam*
by Raya

Dunayevs~aya

The 75 years of Charles De'nby's life are so full of class struggles, Black revolts, freedom
movements that' they illuminate not only the pre:oent but cast.a light even on the future. At
the ~ume · time. becaUse his · autobiography-Indignant Heart: .A Black Worker's
Joul-l!a/-renches back into the far past when, as a child during World War I, he asked questions of his grandmother as she told tales of her slavery days, readers suddenly feel they are
witness to the birih of a revolutionary.
i first me: Denby in I 948 when he had already become a leader of wildcats, a "'politico, ..
but the talk I he"ard him give of tenant fanning in the.South and factory work in the North
wus far frorn being a "political speech ... Listening to him, you felt you were witnessing
inUividuars life that was somehow universal, and that touched you personally. You feel that
,when y~u hear' him tell of his first strike: I
_
I remember the first Slrike J·ever led. It was over discrimination against BlaCk
women workers _in our shop. It was during World War II when I. was at Briggs and
I was so new iri the shcp I didit't even know what .a strike was. I was working in
!~e ·dope rOom where you put glue on the :lirplane wing. The fumes and the odoo
were so bad we had no appetite left ·by lunchtime...• ·The women had been talking
about their husbands who were in the service in Germany-and here they couldn't
even get job in the sewing room next door. That was for white women only.
Thl!se things just burned ~s up.... On the day that we walked out, they locked the
gates on us. By that time other workers inside the factory were out with us.... It
. wasn't until the company sent for me as the "slrike leader" lhat I had realized
what w.: had actually done.

an.

a.

Recently-not for c.ny reasons of nostulgia but because we were discussing the question
of robotics and what fonns of organization were needed to fight the labor bureaucracy that
has been helping management wring conct::ssions from the workers-Denby began talking
about what had happened when Automation was first introduced. He was taiking about ihe
· Miners· General Strike of 1949-50 when the continuous miner had first been introduced into
the mines.
!t was when the government threw the Taft-Hanley Jaw at the miners and John L. Lewis
ordered the miners back to work that the miners refused, organized their own rank-and-file
Relief Committees.· and appeulerl to other workers throughout the country for help. Denby
recalled the miners who had come up from West Virginia to his local:
I remember lhat the buret=.ucr-.Us wetc not too hot about the idea. They didn't dare
come right out and oppose it, but you could tell they weren't emhusinstic, like the
rank-and-file were. But our enthusiasm was so strong that by_thc time the meeting
c:nded the bureaucrats had to triple the amount they had intended to give. After
thnt, the miners knew lhey had to talk directly to the rank-and-file. At Local 600
the workers not only gave several thousand dollars outright, but pledged $500 a

A

• ?ublbhC'd inN~~ d uu~n. Nl)vcmbc:r. 19ill
• See .. Black Caurutn in 1he- Unions.'' Appcndb: lO Amrrican CM/Imtlon on Trial (tblrd edition, News

ku~rs..

1970).
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week for as long as the strike lasted, and sent a whole caravan-five truckloads-of
food and clothing. The strike didn't last too long after that show of solidarity.
Denby's point was not that workers- today must ..copy" what the labor militants did
then, but that-it is the informal rank-and-file cominittees that· show how ••workers talk and
think abOut everything On the job-things about everyday life but also about world affairs."
Ne•i.•s & Leners, he· said, "'must contiriue to elicit from the worke"rs thinking their ·own
thoughts. Actions are sure tO follow:•·
A Turni_ng Poin[ in Denby's Life
The year after the historic min-ers· strike, Denby begiln dictating the story of his life.- It

be_came a turning point in· his life because in telling his life story he gained confidence that he
could express himself in _a way that carried meaning for other workers as well. _Pan I of his
.· autobiogr.1phy was published in 1952.- I moved to Detroit in 1953 and it was then I first
broached· the question· of haViri& a worker as editor of a Dew type of_ paper we, were planning~
instead of forever bestowing that prerogative on an intelle.:tual who would speak ''for" the
workers: Denby was at first non-Committal. At the same time he knew I had been working on
·a book on M"arxism and the new stage of caPitalism 1 called State-capitalism, and began ask·
ing me how trade union questiOns were handled in Russia before it became state-capitalism
and was still a workers' state. When I told him about the famous trade union debate of
1920·21, I asked him whether he thoUght it would be of interest to American workers.
A few months later, both questions I had posed to Denby reappeared in a most unusual
way. It was March 5, 1953 when Stalin died. Denby called me the minute he got oU\. of the
shop. He said he irilagined I was writing some political analysis of what that meant and he
wanted me to know what the workers in his shop were talking about all that day: "Every
worker was saying, •J have jUst the man to fill Stalin's s~oes-my foreman.' ·•
It impressed me so much that I said'not only_ that~- would write the political analysis of
the death of that totalitarian, but that the workers' remarks would become the jumping off
point for my artiCle on the trade unions. I asked whether he could distribute those articles in
his shop and record the workers• comments. He agreed enthusiastically.
March and April were very busy months for me. By March 19, I had completed the pol·
itical-analysis of Stalin's death. :t was inconceivable to me that now that the incubus was
lifled from the: Russian workers' heads there would not be some form of workers' revolt to
follow. and the article enumerated the many unrecorded forms of the Russian workers· hid·
den n:volt at the point of produCtion. By April 16, I had prepared the lengthy ankle on the
trade ultion debate. called "'Then and Now:. 1920 and 1953.'" This was followed by still one
more ·article on April 30 on the ramifka!ions of Stalin"s death.: By then, I was not fully
!iatisfied with the economic and political analySis. but wanted to work out the philosophic
ground. All these happenings couldn't be accidentali nothing that historic can be without rea·
son: I felt 1 had to get away and took two weeks to work this out.
Whereas I kept more or less to myself the two philosophic letiers wrinen in that
, period-in which I thought I had broken through on Hegel's "Absolute Idea" as something
that contained a movement rrom practice as well as from theory, so that lhe ''absolute" (that
is to say, the unit)' of theory and practice) signified a totally new relationship of practice: to
theory-· I did discuss with Denby tht relationship of workers to philosophy.
·Several years earlier I had translated lenin's Pllilmwpllh• Notdmuks on Hegel and I now
n:ad certain sections to Denby. He said that Hegel's language meant absolutely nothing to
him. but _that he certain1)-' undcr.nood Lenin: "Couldn't you leave out Hegel and just publish
: See tb~ lllrtt 1niclrt. d~oiN March 19, April 16 and April 30, In "The: Raya Dun•yevskaya Coli"'"
tion" on d~pmit at Wayne Slate Univenily An:hives of labor History and Urban Allain (pp, 218()..2199).
Th~ aniclc: ""Then and Now" brtame part o( Chapter XII, "Whsl H~oppcns After:• In Murxi:sm and Frff'o

donr.
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Lenin was talking about? I like, for e:\ample, Lenin's sentence that •the idea of the transfor~
mation of the ideal into the real is profound. • I think workers would like to know how to do
that."
The following month, on June 17, 1953, the East German workers revolted in East Berlin against raising the work norms in their factories and,· as they marched out of the factories,
they smashed the statue of- Stalin. This was so great a world historic turning point, and. the
fact"that it bi"oke·a·ut agains_t speed-up meant so much to Denby, that' our diScussions on philosophy became discussions about ·cOncrete actions of workers.
Denby Bt.'CClmes Editor

1954 was·a year filled with wildatts 8s Automation came to Detroit. The East German
revolt had- stirred everyone with new ideas of spontaneous action, ag.ajlist -totalitarianisln as
well as against conditions of labor. There was also a stirring from below in Africa. At the
same·time, the rulers becamc.more and more reactionary, as McCanhyism-pervaded the land
and shackled the workers with th~ Taft~Hanley law passed during the upsurge .of strikes that
had followed the ending ofWorJd War-n.

Denby felt strongly that there was an imperative need for a new kind of workers• paper,
and in 1955 accepted editorship of News & Lellers. What pleased me especially was that the
first issue should appear in honor of the second anniversary of the East Gennan revolt, not
only so that none would forget that first revolt from under totalitarianism, but also to show a
new phase '?f international solidarity•.
Along with the binh of News & Leuers came our very first pamphlet. ·we published, in
mimeographed form, Lenin's Philosophic Notebooks in the fomt Denby had rccommended.l It
turned out to be our first "'best-seller."
·
1955 W&S atSo th'c 'year the Montgolnery' Bus Boycott began. Whereas nO others recognized tht: Black Revolution until the 1960s, we immediately became active panicipants in
that struggle and considered it en as high a level for opening new pages of world freedorri as
the East European revolts. Alabama was, after all, Denby's home state, and he headed South
to meei with both Rosa Parks and Rev. Mal-tin Luther King. Here is how his Christmas,
1956 visit was reponed by Denby in News & Leuers:
I have recently come back from a trip to Alabama, where I was born and raised.

Montgomery is my hometown. From what I've seen and feel, there is a social
revolution going on in the South that has it in a~ turmoil of a kind that hasn't been
seen since the days of Reconstruction. ·
The 1960s, .of course, signified a binhtime of history objectively and subjectively, with
the BlaCk dimension both in America and in Airica marking the binh oi a whole new Third
World and a riew generation of revolutionaries.
The Relationship ·or Realiry to PhJJosophy
In becoming both a columnist-his ''Worker's Journal'' always appeared on page
one-and an editor. he no longer limited himSelf to stories from auto factories, b•Jt also gath·
ered st•>ries from the mines, steel mills, -and from office wOrkers, teo. Here is how he
expr~s;ed il, in Wurkt·r.s Boule Automauon:
The intellectual-be he scientist, engineer or writer-may think Automation
mc:ans the elimination of heavy labor. The production worker sees it as elimination of the laborer.
And just ns he hnd opened two chapters of his autobiography so that his wife, Christine,
could tell her story back in 1952, long before the binh of lhc Women's Liberntion Movement,
' Tblt pamphlet abo had, •• Appendb., my Ltnen on the Abtclute ld~a.
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sO now he saw to it that some of the stories of women freedoirf fighters were reflected in News
_& Leiters, as witness the special story on the sit-in movement he obtained from-a State Teachers College student from his homclown, Montgomery, Ala., which appeared in the April, 1960
News & Leuers under the title: "'No Oiie-Moved.''

On_e of the most imponan"t devetopme_nts of the turbulent .l960s, of ·coursi:, was the·
anti-Vietnam War movement- whose voices were heard regularlY_~· in the pa9er. In general
News &: _Lellers ·not only bcciime the :=-ublishc:r _.for all freedom fighters _spe~king for
themSelves-from the Black and white Freedom Riders, to the youth of the Free Speech
Movement, to Women's LibCrationists speaking in many voices.....;.but called-together conferences of activists in all these movements.
Th:is, wh:n the-_ hig.'lest point in thoie 1960s came to a climax which, however, was
spelled out as aborted revolution both in the U.S. and in France, Denby, far from ringing
down the curtain, Was instrumental in ca!ling together a Black/Red Conference in Detroit on
Jan. 12, 1969. Here is his Welcome:
This ·is the first time that such a conference of Black youth, Black workers, Black
women and Black intellectuals will have·a chance to discuss with each other as well
as with Marx.ist·Humanists, who lend the red coloration not only for the sake of
color, but for the sake of philosophy, a philosophy of liberatiOn.
••philosophy of liberation.. was not mere rhetoric, much less an empty intellectual task.
To -Denby, philosophy became a clearing of the head for action. From the minute he beCame
tlte editor of NewS & Leuers, which manifested so unique a Combination of worker and intel·
, ICl~tual, Denby's interest in philosophy was never separated from action. It was, in fact, at
'itf3.t Black/Red Conference that he chose to sin&)e out a quotation directly from Hegel's
Phenomenology of Mind as his favoritC because it applied to the relationship of reality to phi·
losophy: ••Eniig.htenmenf upsets the household arrangements, which spirit canies out in the
house of faith, b)r bringing in the goods and furnishings belonging to the world of ibe Here
and Now••. "
~
.
.
Three direct results flowed from both the Black/Red Conference 3.nd from the Women's
Liberation ConferenCe that followed it: 1) the establishment of a new .. Black·Red.. column to
be -written by John Alan; 2) the creation of a .. Woman as Reason.. column for the Women's
LiberatiOn page; and 3) the involvement of the participants from both Conferences in discus·
sions around my new book·in·progress, Philosophy and Revolulion. Their contribution can be
seen in_ what became Chapter 9 of that work, ••New Passions and New Forces-The Black
Dimensiori. the Anti· Vietnam War Youth, Rank·and·file Labor, Women's Liberation."
The Final Decade: The Path t~ the Future
At the same time, Denby was becoming deeply involved in inteinational relations, espe·
cinlly Africa. Thus, when John Alan and a new young Black Marxist·Humanist. Lou Turner,
wanted to work out the relationship of Frantz. Fanon's new Humanism to American Black
thought and our own Marxist·Humanism, they were not only encour.1ged to develop their
ideas in pamphlet form, but Denby and I co~authQred an lntrodt~ction to that pamphlet,
which we published in 1978 under the title Franl: Fanon, So'weto and Amt•rican Black

Thought.
,,__ We feh th;\t Frantz Fanon had, indeed, been the precursor of a whole new generation of
revolutionaries so that his Wretched of lire Eanh was ~tot only a Third World Manifesto, but a
global declaration for Marx's Humanism. Here is how Denby :md I expressed it in our Intro·
duction:
·
Revolutionary Black thought, whether it comes from Azania, the Caribbean, or the
United States, is not end, but prologue to action-. We invite all readers to join our
authors in working out the imperative- task they set for themselves to prepare
theoretically for the American revoJution·to·be.
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1978 was also the year Denby decided to write a Pan II to his unique biography. first
published in 1952. As he put it in the new Foreword, this was no mere updating: "'It isn't
only-that·25.years separate Pan I and' Part II. More importantly, the great events· of the
1960s that gave birth to a new generation of revolutionaries could but give a
direction to
-my_ thoughts and actions as a Black production worker who became the editor Or a very new
· type of n~wspaper-News & Letters:•

new

'

·-

.

.

IN HIS LONG thr~e-year b~ttlc with cancer, which ended on Oct. 10, 1983, DenbY con-.
tinued With his ••.worker's Journal'' column, frequently inviting both our co-editor, Felix Mar- "tin, and,Lou Turner_ to.write guest columns, thC: first on labor questions, the second on:the
Black:.world. In the last months of his life he_ was anxious to attend the Aug. 27 _March on
Washington, but was too sick to do so. He turned his column that month over to Lou' Turner
-tO iepOrt 'on i~ a_s.a particip8nt.
His. last Jetter to me~whieh· he printed i~ his June .1983 Column-spoke of how.crucial
it is to show the American roots of Marxism, as we had d::veloped it in American Civilizalion
on Tria/. He had been \•ery impressed, he said, with the paragraph I had added on Marx and
the stack worid to lny latest work, Rosa Luxemburg, Women~ Liberalion. and Marx's Philo-soph)• of Re-,;o/Uli~n:
'
Ray8., whaiCver else we decide to write for. the 20th anniversary of our pamphlet, I
strongly feel- that your new paragraph should be the- focus. We need to put, right
in the· beginiling, the world context of our struggle _and- the way our view of.it is
rooted in Marx. I would tiki: to let all our readers see that paragraph for themselves.
.
,.
Indeed, that paragraph did becoine the focus for the new Introduction we wrote for the
expanded edition of American Civilization on Trial that came off the preSs just in time to take
it with tis· to the March on Washington.
·
The inseparability of philosophy and revolution moiivated Denby fr~m the mOment he
bec<irUc editor in 1955 to the very-last days of his life, and he always had some·si:ntence he
woUld single out from various theofetical works that became his favorites. Thus, from Marxism~ -'and Freedom he was iilwa)'s quoting: '"There is nothing in thought-not Cven in the
thought Of" genius-that h~ not previoUsly been in the i!ctivity of the common men:"
While Denby was too mOdest a man to think that this had any relationship to him as a
person, he had full confidence that that expression did mean masses in motion. Yet the truth
is that the genius of Charles Denby lies in the fact that the story of his life-lndignanl Heart:
A Black Worker's Journal-is the history of-workers' struggles for freedom, his and all others
the world over.
-Detroit, Michigan, Oct. 24, 1983
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News & Letters as Theory/Practice·""
by-Eugem.• Walker
The -.45 minutes for this report' will not. allow us to trace the 30 year path of this
Mafxist-Huffianist · newspaper, nor even to explore_ fully the past year. We choose to
concentrate_ on several questions which WilriifCiic"atC;· how this newspaper has developed both
_o\'ei tliree. decades. and in this year _of. l983·84; to 1hus_; :ielp us with finding the needed
-pathways to more fuUy reach News & Letlers as theo'iy/prac.:!ce.
.
_ ·We ·'riCed .. to icach ·a ~~w Stage ·or cognition ~ith regard 'tO our newspaper so -that
theOry/practice is not alone thC name of Raya. Dunayevskaya's colUmn and the masthead logo,·
but fullY becomes-the universal of the paper's anicles, rilake-up and projecti.on, the notion of
its distribution and sales, the 3.bsolute of its projection in discussions 'and educationals. Only
in this manner can the newspaper help us _manifest a new stage of organizat~onal praxis.
Part [: How has the Unique Combination of Worker and Intellectual. upon which News &
Letters \'i'llS fouiided, becOme deepened and exrznded so that itS fullest expiession is
Theory/Practice?
·
"When I first .met Denby in 1948," begins Raya's "In Memoriam·_~ to Ch~rles Denby:
wa~v'when he had already become a leade'r of wildcats, a 'politico; but the talk I heard him
giVe of tenant farming in .the South and ·tactory work in the North was far from hcing a
'political speech.' Listening to him, you fell you were witnessing an individual's life that was·
somehow universal and that touched you persona1ly." Thus began Raya's and Denby's
35-ycar-long association .. Within it was the germ of what we would later ehanlcterize when·
Nt•,i•s & Leiters newspaper was born aS a unique combination of worker and intellectual and a
manifestation of what today we call theory/practice. That .. In Memoriam" Piece traces the
intertwining SJ.rands of Denby's life, the'creation of Marxist-Humanism in the 1950s, the
birth and devt!lopment of NeWs and Letters Committees and its newspaper. Within that
uri folding story are moments -which tell us of our own development as a tendency in the
1950s to the 1970s, and tell us something of our·direction in the 1980s.
Take. this cxprcssicm-..a unique combination of ~vorker/intel!ectu:d." It is no simple
relatiOns-hip. What makes a worker overcome the shyness, the modesty, so that he becomeS a
worker·editor? I do not mean it as "a 'psychological question, but rather a question that is
rooted in the struggle to ov.:rcome the division between mental iind manual labor. between
thinkiilg and doing. that has been the hallmark of all class-divided societies. Raya writes of this in the two sections of her "In MemoJiam" piece called ''A Turning Point in Denby's
Life" and ••Denby Becomes Editor." Here we see what happened in those 1950s when this
Marxist·Humanist philosopher, Raya Dunayevskaya, and this co-worker, Charles Denby,
strove to find a form for the presentation of their ideas. Remember Denby had written Part _I
of his autobiography Jndignwif 11£-art. And Raya had been writing on state-capitalism. on
Marx and Lenin. for a full decade. But it was those political events of the 1950s-Stalin's
death. the East German revolt, the continuing wildcats against Automation-which, wheil
discussl!d b)' this combination of worker/inte!lectual. provided both for the concrete
presentation of developing Marxist-Humanist ideas so that workers in the U.S. could follow a
discussion ofthc_form of workers' control aner the revolution in Russia; and at the same time
this became a pathway whereby DenOy undenOok the ·creative iabor of writing "Worker's
Journal" and began editorship of News & Leu,•rs. I want to stress that lherc is nothing
automatiC' about this combination of worker/intellectual. It is truly a Marxist-Humanist
contribution. It meant a column-"Two Worlds"-in which an intellectual disciplined
herself tO write in the forum of a workers' newspaper, a form demanded by the breakthrough
on the Absolute Idea. It meant that Denby a~ ··worker's Journal'' columnist and editor
• Rer..,;t to the Convention or NC¥<-s and Letten Committees, July t 984
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would have in his view not alone workers as force of revolution, but a respom.;~ility to see
that other forces were;: represented in the paper and that freedom ideas .were discussed on i~s
pages.

~'I did discuss '~ith Denby the relationship of workers to philosophy," writes Raya• .and
then· describes· how the form of presentation of Lenin's P!Ji/osophic Notebooks in .Mar.'(ism and
Fn•edom came .. out of discussions with. Denby. ''Our discussions on philosophy became
discussions about concrete actions of workc::rs,"- she adds, in describing how philosophy and
the· fact of th.:. East German workers Revolt that broke out against speed-Up meant a great
deal to. Denby. The point here is thOlt this \'.'orld historic turning point of the revolt against
Stalinism. coming at the s::1me time as the -world philosophic tuming· point of the
breakthrough on the Absoiute Idea; became as well a turning point in DenbY.'s .life. because of
that' unique combination of .MarxiSt-Humanist philoSopher _and Black- worker activist,
becoming worker-editor, Marxist-Hum3.nist.
The pioof that this combination of worker/intellectual that was born in the period of the
early and mid·1950s Was not just an isoJ3ted act: but a personification of what we mean by
theory/practice over 30 years, is found in the yeai-s 1982-84. For it is here that we can see
that the sickness and loss of our editor did not mean ·the ending of the relatior.ship of
worker/intellectual, but rathe-r a new manifestation of it became expressed in Nr~ws & Leul!rs.
Page one Or our paper was dramatically changed this year with the addition of ''Workshop
Talks.. 3.nd ''Black World." The reason 1 am looking at the years 1982-84 in seeing this
change is to show you that it too was not autom3tic, but meant a great deal of
Marxist-Humanist. thought. Denby himself helped bring this forth by inviting F:elix Martin
and Loti Turner to write fronc page· guest columns in "Worker's Journal" in the last period.
It was Raya who, in the year before .. Workshop Tal~" and '"Black World" were cr.:ated,
searched for possible forms that would be a manife'itation --of worker/intellectual, of
theory/piactice on ·pnge one of our paper.. It-'was not au\omatic. Then: were a nunlbcr of
possible ideas -which \\-·ere discussed. The· point becomes o~1e of seeing the Marxist-Humanist .
labor, patience and suffering of the negative. which has characterized us whether at our.
···ince-ption wiih worker/intelicctual or in our_ptactic.:e in thl: 1980s with thi:ory/practice.
As we move our Center to Chicago, with this very differerit ki"nd of front page to our
paper. can we as well have such new manifest:Jtions of theory/practice created by each of us
in our work-in writing for this newspaper, and in particular projecting these
Marxist-Humanist idt:;..s-that in this labor our paper will become a Pathway for
organizational growth?
Projection, which is a manifestation of the movement from theory to meet the
movement from practice, is key. lf we look at our paper today we see that the movement
from practice is present in a greater richne~s than ever. That richness has come because there
is a fuller presentation within our pages of the movement from theory. It is what allows us to
recognize, seck out. ::md make explicit that movement from practice. Theory/practice is not a
movement away from .. voices from below"; l-ather it allows for the most intensive
presentation of the voices from below, because it puts them within the theoretical/philosophic
fro~mcwork of a Marxist-Humanist body of ideas. Let's see how that has occurred within the
context of what Marxist·Humanism hus singled out as the four forces of revolution in the
United States.
.

"

!1: The Four Foree~ cf Re~'g)ufion l!nd l\lunist-1-lumuni~m•s Phil•-•~orhi~
Contribution-How the Movement from Theory Julns the 1\to\'l!mcnt from l,ractlcc
Th1.! Constitution of News nnd Letters Committees specifics the forces of revolution
which we sec us crucial to the American revolution. They arc put forth because historically,
objectively these forces have represented a revolutionary dimension. At the same time each
of these forccfl has as part of its dimension the specific stamp of Marxist-Humanism, Specific
in the scns~: th\tt Marxisl-Humanism over three decades has labored to hring forth the full
n:volutionart dimension of each fon:e.

1,;::-:
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th:n Marxists have recogniZed the ~:cntral role of the proletariat in the overthrow of
.capitalism. But what MarXist-Humanism has done is ·take Marx's concept of C!lding the
. dh·isiOn between mental and manual labor. between thinking and doing, and practice thatconcept concretely within our oiganization and newspaper by insisting that workcfs are not
-alcnC sources Of information. but are thinkers who need to become writers and editors of our
paPer. That is What Denby meant in praciice, an·d the unique combination of Denby and
Mar:dst-Humanist ideas Which he was a Part of anll a contributor to, shows what it means to
. pUt a Marxist-Humanist stump upon a force of revolution.
·
-Joh-n MarcouC':md Fcli'l: Martin. of course, have been writing on workers' struggles for
several years Jn our paper. _However. we have reached a new level in their contributions with
.thcir.front page column.···wOrkshop.Talks." It can be a powerful column t5ecause of,Vhat a
revolutio-narY force_ the working class has been historically and ·can be today. But of equal
iritponance is· what th:!se two writers bring to the column as Mnrxist·Humanists which allows
_the reader to- see that revolutionary force cf the. \\'Orking class-including contradictions
withiri it-at a particular moment. They
Marxist-Humanists :ire not an external dimension
to the proletariat. not only because they aie proletarians themselves but as well because they·
bring to their writing the Marxist·Humanist methodology whereby a full dimension of laboi"
can be seen: unemployed and employed. immigrant as well as U.S. born. smaUshop as well as
mass production, women as well _as men, and most crucially. working people as creativity and
mind of revolution.
The writings of other Marxist-Hut~anist labor activists have been important
contributions to the paper this year. We have also had News &~ L,•uers writerS• and labor
friends' participant reports on activities ranging from copper miners on strike in Arizona and
picket lines in ~the Bay Area to in-person reports on the coal miners on strike throughout
England.
WHILE MARX and-the Black World is a crucial part of revolutionary continuity foT
America. it has not been American Marxists <~.nl'i socialists before our da'y who have caught it.
_From th\! self-styled Marxists of Marx's day who refused to take a ,side in the Civil War iriihe
~· U.S .. ·,o Eugene v: Debs' refusal to re~ognize an in~ependent ···Negro Question,'" ti-n: UiYision
of Black and Red was perpetr.1ted in America. American Communists at the time of World
War I. the Russinn Revolution and the race riots in the U.S. were miles away from Lenin who
did recognize the Black question in America as a national question.- The -opposite side of this
sume coin was the Stalinized American Communist Party which a decade later isolated the
Negro Question from a relation to the class quest_ion by its "'Black. Belt.. thesis.
After the birth of lhe Civil Rights Movement. there was a recognition of the Black
question as a revolutionary one by part of the Left. But what I want to show here is not the
failure or partial recognition by the Left of Black as a revolutionary force. Rather, 1 want to
show how Marxist·Humanism from its birth in the 1940~ no1 only recosnized Black as a
revolutionary force. but has developed a specificity as to what_ that revolutionary dimension
has meant from the 1940s all the ~ay to the 1980s.
Our concepts include: Black musses as \lansuard of the American Revolution and not a
vanguard party: the two·way road of revolutionary ideas and activities between AfricO& and
America-indeed the triangular trade of revolUtionary ideas and action between America, the
Caribbean and Africa: the Black question as the touchstone of American civilization. its very
Achilles heel: the crucial relationship between class and race in America spelled out in our
pamphlet Amt•ri('lm Cil·ili=mitm Vlt Trial. (which, not accidently, was first published in 1\'('l\'.'i
& Lt'IU'rs): .the dcnionstr.uion of the Amt'rkan roots of. Marxism within Marx's Cupillll,
~written under the impact of the Am:.:rican Civil War, which we have now extended to a view
of Marx and the Black world. All thl.!se concepts were worked out as pan of a
M:~o1 :\iSt·Humanist body of ideas.
Thus. when we Say Black as a revolutionary for~e. it most ccnainl)' is grounded in the
gre;at rc\'olutionar)' histor)' of the Black dimension worldwide. But its re,·olutionary

as
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"labOr~ patience and suffering of the negative'' on_the Black question. And We have done so
much within the pages of News & Leiters in our columns, not only Denby but Ethel Dunbar
and .. John· Allison. and then John Alan and now also Lou Turner, ••BJack·Red" and "Black

-Wor!u:·

··stack-Red'' and "Black World.. are Maixist-Humanist expressions of the
internationalism "of the national question. Look this past. ·year at John Alan's ''Language,
Consciousness and Freedom in Azania"': arid Lou Turner's "Miami and Black America'' and
ast>. yourself _how this Marxist-Humanist body of ideaS helps to create ground for a leap within
the Black movement. LOok at Alan's article on Black anti·imperialism at the-.end·ofthe 19th
ceritur~< and at -·'Lou Turner's review of the Gan.·ey Papers which set lhe ground_ for his
mini.:.tour to sevei-al cities. and see how these Marxist-Humanist Black writefs put a stamp on
th.!. BlaCk struggles of history not as past. but as prologue for· a. revolutionary future. OthCr
writers. -including Gene in Los Angeles and Diane in Chicago, have contributed to a
Marxist·Humanist Black view in the paper this year.- Gwen from Alabama. while not a
Marxist-Humanist. has given us a look at the' Black South. We need tht continued
contributions from all these as well as the renewed contributions of those who have
contributed much in the past such as Tommie. Ray and Karl.
THOUGH TODAY'S Women's Liberation Movement only emerged in the late 1960s to
early 1970s. it. cannot be an accident that within the pages of News & Leiters we had women
columnists. such as Angela Terrano and Ethel Dunbar. from very early on. and that the;,.- were
column.ists who brought to their writing the dimensions of labor and of Black as well as of
women. We will not here take the time to discuss the fact that Raya' Dunayevskaya. the
founder of the Marxist-Humanist ttndency and the Chairwoman ·or the National Editorial
Board. is a woman. -But think of just a few of her contributions specifically on the Women's
Moveml'nt iri the last decade •. ones scch- as 'the six. leciures on ''Women as ThinkerS and. as
Revolutionaries" in 1975. the collection of a few of her writings put out as Woman· as Reason
. and us .Foret• o( Rt•rolmion, the last of the trilogy of revolution. Rosa Luxcmh::r;:, Women's ..
Lib(!ratiun, and Marx's PhilOsophy of Rc•\•olution, followed by the Pru.\:is article on .. Marx's
•New Humanism·- and the Dialectics of Women's Liber-d.tion in Primitive and Modern
Societies." All of these give us points of departure for Marxist-Humanism's specific
philosophic contribution to _women as a revolutionary force. The reviews of our Women's
Ubemtion archival material by Olga last year and by Susan this year give us an indication of
some of our contributions.
The specificity of that Mni"xist-Humanist contribution comes to the fore not alone in the
Black and proletarian dimensions that we inSist be part of today•s movement, hut in that
these in turn arc unsep<mtted from the concept we have of women as thinkers and as
revoiL:tionaries which- we bring forth in our very origino.l view of Rosa Luxemburg as
feminist. as revolutionary, and with how we pose Women's Liberation's interconnectedness
with Marx. and most decidedly not with Engels.
If we have all these specifically Marxist~Humanist contributions as to how we spell out
wom:m as one of four forces of reVolution. why then have we not been able to articulate this
in a consi~tcnt manner on the Women•s Liberation page? I do not mean to say that it is
absent: we have had important columns this past year which do show our view. such as Terry
Moon's es~ay article on Eleanor Marx, and the welcome re-appearance on our pages of the
Native American woman Shainape Shcapwe.
Bui \vhnt if I told you that 1 think that Eleanor Marx. is speaking most of all to
ourselves? Look at how she came to America and spoke "Amcriean ..-morc than mttn;,.o of
the- revolutionaries who lived therc~n labor. on women. on the necessity of breaking
divisions between immigrant America and native born Americans. on the necessity for
non-sectarian support for the ·anarchists after Haymarket. Why could she do so? Because her
langu01gc was Marx's philosophy of revolution. She as individual was able to be the universnl
in the partic.:ular of her tour of America. That kind of concept of lmlividual/Univcrsal is
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precisely what we need on the Women's Liberation page, beginning with assuming the
rCsPonsibilily for the ··woman as Reason .. column. - Eleanor Marx accepted the challenge of
coming to America to project that philosophy of Marxism. Seeing our work as thin kind of
chal!l!rige in projectiori is what we need to have foremost in our minds in the period ahead.
RAY A HAS written an eight·page Jetter to the youth which brings forth the emergence
3nd 'development of Mandst·Humanism's contributions to. youth as ·a revolutionary category
over three decades. HoW source beComes Subject, and idealism as a revolutionary-category
-.when it means_ youth putting themselves alongside the proletariat, were_ concepts of yoUth
-'which became the foundation for our work in the- period of "'!arxism and Freedom. What
struck me ilbout the other two quotes Raya used in the Dear Youth Letter. for the periods of
Philosoph)' and R(•rolmicm and Rosa Luxemburg, Women's Liberation, and.AJarx's Philosoph)•
of R.i.·mlution. was how· each of them illuminated how she -chose to ·enter into the battle·
ide-as: to project, to challenge others, eyen non-Marxists, and did so in such a profound
m:mner that they would be forced to enter the dialogue on the revolutionary ground she laid
OUl, even if they chose to reject it. It is that question of challenge,
prOjection, that she is
addressing not only to the youth, but to
of us.

or

au

or

I would like· to take up briefly that challenge as it manifests itself on our youth page
monthly in addressing such movements as anti-nuke, anti-intervention, solidarity. In the
1950s and 1960s, Robert Ellery and Eugene Walker wrote colUmns for the youth page, at a
time when we did not have a youth committee on a national level. While we may not have
alWays written with the comprehensiveness that writing under the impact of a full trilogy of
revolution can give us today, what one doro!s feel in reading through the period is the
rootedness in Marxist·Humanism of the writers and their willingness to issue a concrete
challenge in the battle of ideas.
}oday we huvC an intematio·n;!list youth committee and are in a period after three
Marx-ist-Humanist works are out, and yet' that youth page doesn't capture the interpcnctmtion
of conCreleness and comprehensi_yeJless. that coricrele_ totality which is needed as projCction,
Us challenge. 'I don't mean this at-an as a call for a .. return to the good old days," and I am
aware that writing about youth in the 1960s when actiVity was at a vefy diiTerent level-even
when we were pointing out the dualities of activism, activism. activism-is very different
from the 1980s. Today much of that duality has become manifest in pragmatism taking such
hold th~lt it has meant an opting-Out of a revolutionary challenge for mO.ny youth. That is all
the more reason for us to pose a revolutionary alternative that is truly a pole of attraciion. It
has to begin with the youth column which must be a kind of Marxist-Humanist anchor,
challenging the mOvement. but in a way which shows the openness of our page. our ideas, our
committees.
·
WHETHER WE choose as I ha\'e done to concentrate on the forces of revolution, or
whether we have as our focal point the international dimension as discussed within the pages
of New,!; & Lc•u(•rs in .. Our Life-and Times.. or the Latino page, cr whether we take up the
.. Readers' Views" section of the paper, the point becomes how objective and subjective arc
inter-connected, not as mathematical quantitaiive additions but in a manner in which theory
and practice both illuminate and deepen each other once theory/piactice beconies a reality.
Thus the strength of the ··our Life and Times" column is that its columnists Kevin A.
Barry and Mary Holmes have labored very arduously to cover many parts of the world, so
much so that "Our Life and Times'' material has often been found in other pans of the paper.
This, combined with the in-person reports from other countries and the writings of those who
have special expenise on an area of the world or a movement, has meant an international
presence in our paper- far beyond the confines of "class angling" thc Nc•w York Times. The
coverugc from the New York local of both Black and Latin America-from the Dominican
Republic to Chile-shows the power of those in-person reports. What will be new this year is
that both Mary and Kevin will be in new loc:ltions. Mary's presence in New York will mean
some vcry new sources for her writing. Kevin's presence in the Center in Chicago will mean
his closer working both with the Resident Editorial Board and the Philosophic-Technical
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Committee in terms of projecting a Marxist-Humanist analysis of internation<!l questiO~S- that
often have to be written at the l:lst minute, and can greatly benefit from in-person discussions
at the Center.
·
Outside of the .. Theory/Practice" column itself, there is perhaps no place ~here one can
s'ec so clearly what Marxist-Humanism's specific contribution as theory/practice is in our
_nc~spaper_as in ... RcadCrs' Views." It i_s truly a theory/practice creation: "Readers' Views" is
a _section which encompasses all the forces of revolution I have spoken of. the voices from
beloW speaking for themselves-and believe me it isn't because they write us a ''Dear Editor"
·. letter. lr is because v/e_.cull the daily corresPondence coming into the office-of those who
. still write iO Denby_ of his lndignUm H,•arl and "Worker's Journal" column. of thoSe who
order a specific piece of literature or are responding to a letter from Jim asking them about
their order and what they are doing. "Readers' Views" are selected from ·the local
committees• m_inutes-when they are sent in _in a timely manner, and when the.- local
seci-etaries have an- ear_ to catch the new that someone_ expressed at a meeting-and in Pe~·haps
-.·a 1-lumbi!-·r of oihl!i hidden· and-c-reatiVe· ways· which only Mike and Olga before him -:.-:ould
sPeak to. But that is where the 'labor first begins. Bcca~se it is then when the movCment
from theo1v, our Marxist-Humanist contribution, is put together by the National Co-organizer
with all th~se voices fronl below to create the categories under which "Readers' Views" are
grouped. The work to create categoT:..:s that capture forces of revolution, that are nation:1l
and international. that bring to the fore our Marxist-Humanist contributicm as a force of
revolution: all that work is a most serious theoretical labor. And yet it is this theoretical labor
that .allows -thC- voiCes fror.1 below to really be expressed within the full revolutionury context,
to be jammed next to theoretical commentary.
Think about how rare u creation New:r & Leners'is. Only once in Marx's revolutionary
· jou;nulism wris .the fire of revolution, Europe of 1848-49, joined with Marx's pen in his Own
paper. Almost all of Marx's other journalism had to be written for other Papers. papers over
which hi! did not have editorial Control. And look at what the post.;.Marx Marxists made of
the p-ress they_ did control. Yes, with Lenin and Luxemburg it diU reach high points in the
midst of rc\'olution. -·But much of the post-Mar"- Mao.ist journalism 'wallowed in the
· reformism of. those such as the GermanSocial Deniocracy. Later it became the empty-headed
Vtingu'ardiSm wC can see in so much of-the. Left press today.
- · Within America we did have the Abolitionist press, beginning with William Lloyd
Garrison's Tlu• Liht;rawr whose masthead read "The World is My Country." and including
Fn!derick Douglass' North Slur. This Abolitionist press did by- force of circumstances weld_
together thought and action in the three dec~des prior to the CiviJ War.
From Latin America I have-recently been studying the most original Peruvinn Marxist.
Jose ·carlos Mariittcgui, who was a journalist for all his short adult life. and who in the last
h31f of the I 920s founded a monthly journal, Amauta, which strove to present the indigenous
revolutionary Subject, the Indian, within the context of a Marxist journal. It was aesthetically
a bcamiful journal. including Indian art as well as European art. and had first translations
froiD Marx in Spanish as well as contemporary European thinkers. It had a special section on
the fight of thC Indian versus the feudal landlord. At its highest Mari:itegui's journal Amauta
was a fusion of Indian revolutionary Subjects and cuhure.
But we in the United States in N(•n·s & Lt•uers in the 1980s. though we can trace str.mds
back to the writing idea of the Correspondence Committees before the American revolution,
as well as to the Abolitionists who insisted that Blacks in America can speak and write for
themselves, and can in addition trace ourselves to Marx's own journalism. especially in the
·heat of revolution-though we· have all these kinds of roots, I want lU !>U)' -that \\-C in Nt:ws
and Leners Committees have produced a category of revolutionary journalism that none were
able to before. If Lenin put forth politics and revolutionary Subjccts-"'AII-power to the
Soviets": if Mariatcgui put forth culture and the revolutionary Subject of the Peruvian Indian:
tlu!;& we in t\'('11".\" & l.t>ll'"'"S have been traveling along a historic pathhreaking trail for thn.'C
dccri.~tc:: a trail to ft.ise Subjects of revolution and philosophy of rl"'volution within our very
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being, our organization, our newspaper. And this not the day of revolution, or the day after
revolution, but as the very process, the vei-y pathway that would allow us to move to the day
of revolution. This is what we have to defend with- our very heart and soul, what we have to
internalize, project. battle everyone with. That is what the revolutionnry jouri:talism of News
& L(•lfer.'i is.. This is what the expression theory/practice spells out.
We are· doing something not even Marx was able fully to do in an organizational form.
We have joined, two revolutionary subjectivities in confronting the .oppressive capitalist
objectiVity. We are _fusing the revolutionary subjectivitr of the masses in motiOn, labor.
womi:n, Black.- yoUth,· Latino, national and intem:nionat; with the revolutionary subjectivity
of- a philosophy of' revolution. These two interpenetrating revolutionary subjectivities can
truly create a: new revolutionary objectivity. Because we are 'determined. to. have
theory/practice as absolute negativity,·_ the absolute becoming, of our Organization and its
newspaper we can extend a 'hand to Marx who Was not able to find ·the full co-thinkers and
continuators in his. lifetirrie -who would practice these two revolutionary suhjectivitieS: as one.
We who are living one hundred years plus after Marx can fully become his co-thinkers and
take that projection forward. Let's sec how we can be ·doing this concretely in the year ahead
in our newspaper.
Part III: How can we ensure that Editing will no longer be separated from discussion of
Theory/Practice and the NewSpaper as a whole in a Local's Editing Session? That is,
how elicitation and theoretical labor aren 9 t in two different worlds, though they arc by no
means the same thing
L..:;.'s bCgin a Way of projecting News & Lf!ll!'rs by refusing to separate theo.ry/practice in.
ho\v we conduct educationals on the current issue of Nell'.'i & Lel/(•rs. and let's further extend
that· refusal to· separate theory/pra.ctice to our working out of the next issue of the paper. I
want to suggest that the locals experiment with a type of educational which is a ·combination
of a discussion of the 'issue off the preSs with ari-editing session for the next issue. Let's be
concrete. ·The deadline for the August-September issue is August 16. Can _we create a
meeting for this deadline where a member undertakes the responsibility for a discussi01l of
the June issue unseparated from the participation of members and non-members in an editing·
. sesSion for lhe coming August-September issue? The Presenter has tO be conscious not alOP.e
- of his or her presentation, but how to integrate the _participation- of others, especially
non-memberS. in an editing session. We want to hear and have written up that movefnent
from below. but the contc.:xt of where it is said would be the educational-editing session. so
that the writer-speaker doesn't even have to wait until the next issue comes out in-order to
sc~ how he or she is presented within the tOtality of a Marxist-Humanist body of ideas.
The key here is the kind of educational you present. Take this very beautiful June issue,
Yes. the labor dimension is quite exciting, from the lead on the 4,000 who took to the streets
in Toledo, to the British mine strike. to the nurses stories on the Women's Liberation page, to
the beautin.ll pictur~. of Guatemalan workers in occupation-strike at a Coca-Cola bottlit1g
plant. Just look at that labor dimension which is national and international, with the
dimensions of women and Third World. That discussion of how multidimt:nsional we view
labor is important. But discussion of this June issue of the paper which fails to jam together
that labor dimension with the "Theory/Practice" column of a review of a work on Marx and
Russia, and the Editorial on the Iraq/Iran War, and the ''Black World" on "Liter.uure and
Liberation in Azania" would be an educational which did not capture wh!!.t we mean by
theory/practice. I don't mean at 311 a quantilative adding, 1 me:m taking th:!.t
"Theory/Practice" column as a way of putting fonh our original work on the new moments of
Mar..;'s last decade and how they hdp us hew out a pathway to today's revolutions. I- mean
Hiking even the wa)' we refer to the Gulf War as the Jraqllr.m War. not the lran/lro~q War, as
a way of being able to put forth not just who st:~rted this war. but the fact that Iran did have
u re\'olution; and seeing our own Marxist~Humnnist analysis of th<!t revolution. I mean that
discussing '"Dioad. World .. on "Litemturc nnd Libcnltion in Azania" can open up what we
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Naturally, neither Marx's view of Russia. nor the Iranian Revolution. nor our view of
Black Liberation in Africa can be covered except as the barest points of depouture i~ such an
educatiOnal·editing session. But if a reporter is able to open the door for menlbers and
nori·mcmbers alike on _how the body of Marxist·Humanist ideas is reflected in this June issue
of- Neu'S & L,•uers, wouldn't it put a whole different st:l.nlp upon the discussion from the floor,
whether it was someone telling· of activities in their shop. the latest demonstrations. or trying
to work out a Reader's View? This is News & Letiers as a totality _which we want to convey
in' a-meeting, so that no matter how magnificent the discussion of a given_shop incideiu oi
demonstration, the audience always has a chance to see on hoW much a higher level that story
wm be when it will be in the cOntext of aU the other revolutiOnary expressiops of activity and
thought which are present in an issue of this Marxist:Humanist paper. ~hy don't we try this
kind of educational for the August·September issue?
In addition J would like to suggest that if your local has not been taking advantage of its
express mail package of Nt.•ws & Lc:uers arriving the day after the paper is off the press, then
let's. begin to do so. Here is what I niean. I· would like-to suggest that- for each issue one
person be assigned to make sure they get one of those express mai! copies before the meeting
and prepare, not a full educational, but a short ·presentation on what is in the issue, to be
given in perhaps I 0 minutes at the very next meeting when many of the members and friends
will lirst bi: getting the paper. A presentation which relates specific articles to what activities
thc local is engaged in, what demonstrations will be coming up in the next couple of weeks,
what individual people they are working With and can have a disCussion with. and thus help
the members in thinking about the fact that the new issue is right in their hands-that evening,
and what p'erspectives would each one of them be thinking about for. Working wit_h it.
.
This leads me to the very specific perspectiyes which I will meOtion here briefly. but
which I am ·sure Mike will develop more· fully in his organi7.ational report tomorrow. And
that is subscriptions, and sales of bound volumes. \Ve need not-yet·Marxist·Humanists to be
coming to News and Letters meetings, participating in educational-editing sessions and
participating· in the life of the local. There are many ~pathways for this. As part of the
newspaper report I want to single out subscriptions. Subscriptions are not ·a quantitative
queStion, although ailyone who has iookt:d at some of the subscription drawers for various
loCals knows that that too is· not a question to be dismissed, ·but rather I am speaking about
subscriptions as a way of projecting a Marxist·Humanist body of ideas which eai:h member of
News and letters Committees can engage in. The kind of conversation you would have to
have to sell a subscription would.be a way of testing yourself on projecting this body of ideas,
and thus, far from being a relationship which would end with a sale, would instead be a
relationship which would begin with a sale. one where a quantitative measure, ten, as in ten
issues of N!'II'S & L,•llt!rs a year, would be qualitative in the sense that yOur relationship with
th3t p~rson would continue by them having a ch.:mce to read this paper each month as the
ongoing expression of our body of ideD.s, and hopefully your projection to this render would
make them want to come to an cducational.editing scssion to learn about and he part of the
t:rcation of this paper.
·
That ongoing nature of a Nt•ws & Lf.'lft•rs subscription and forging a relation is found in
a dilrl!rcnt way when it comes to the bound volume of N,•ws & L('ll''rs. Here it is a question
cf t:ddns o:. freedom journey of ideas. aPd activities ·aver the past seven years· via the pages of
1\'t•n•s & Lt•ttt•rs. And it is a tremendous way for the person you are selling _it to. to both test
himself or herself and to test Marxist-Humanism as to what his/her view and what our vicw
of these past seven years has been. How did we view objcctiyity and subjectivity? How did
that correspond with their own panicipation or observation of tht~ freedom movement?
ln~idcntally. I think that this can be as well linked to the new classes we will be having in all
the local committees, which will be covering some of thcsc same years._ I don't mean that the
hound \'Oiume will be the basis or supplement for the Perspectives Theses we will be studying,
for we have plenty of methodology to gmpple with in the Theses thcm~elvcs. Bul would not
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·or

thal bound volume be a magnificent. addition to the library of those friends
ours· in each
local who will be panicipating in 'the classes on Perspectives, and who would want 'to know
more of the events in the years· that the Perspectives are covering? I am not saying bound
volumeS are for ·everyone in the waY subscriptions are, but I am thinking about different ways
Marxist·Humanism's body of ideas becomes living to specific individuals, and the bouild
voluffie is one way. The value ·ar both subscriptions arid bound volumes will also bC a
challenge to thOse of us who work directly on the Philosophic-Technical Committee, f.o be
able.· to crente :ids in the coming period which are both educationals on our paper and do
result in actual sales.

..·,

.
This p~e-~onvention period has bad another manifestation of theory/practice in our
·new~paper. and that" is the btdletin of the Phi!csophic-Technical Commince (PTCr initiated
by-Mary JoaO·s-_presentation of three ·decades of the Black dimension as seen through our
paper. It was the ·first time that the· PTC as a body wrote presentations for the membership .
.The··test for- whether this can·- mean a fuller relationship between the PTC and the
organization as a whole will naturally be meaSured in the period ·ahead when the Center and
its paper moves to Chicago. With the-move the PTC"will have the addition of two Chicago·
rliembers. Dave and Beth are going to. be joining our committe~: while Mary Joan who is
remaining in Detroit will step down. Both for the orsar•ization as a whole and for Chicago in
partic-ular, this· new PTC will nice the challenge of putting into practice thcory/practicC in its
elicitation of articles, its editing and presentation of copy. Much of that-Will be happening
through our own: activC panicipation in the educational-editing sessions in Chicago.
Finally. theory/practice, either as it is expressed in the newspaper or in our work in
other aspects of the organization, cannot be just slogan, ~-or __ logo, or abstraction. It is 'the
pmxis of theory/practice, the praxis of the self-c,levelopmen·t of the ideas bY ·ourselves as
individunlS so tightly tied to this Marxist-Humanist body of ideas that it literally m~kcs of us
new personalities. not as isolated individuals, but as _full self-developing projectors of
Marxist-HumaniSm. This will be tested in the period ahead in maniiold w:1ys. including in
this M::1:,.ist-Humanist organization's newspaper, Nt•u·s & Lt•ueis.
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When Archives are not Past, but nre Living
The Direct Relationship of Marxist-Humanist Archives· to Marx's Humanisni.
·which Created "Rel·ohition 'in· Pefm.anen'ce" as Groulid for Organization*.·
by A-fichael Connol/J'
Introductory Note
We have one title for these final two classes in the Marxist-Humanist Body of Ideas:
"Marx's •Re ..·olution in Permanence~ as ground for organization and self-development of each
individual as universal freedom.'' The readings for the ch:sses include the t.-...:!mb:::.tion:; of o::.H
three works in the M2.rxist-Humanist trilogy of revolution-_the last chapterS' of A-farxism and
"Freedom and Philosophy and Revo/Jilion, and the ·crucial penultimate chapter of Rosa
Luxemburg, Women's Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution. But please-keep in
mind that for Hegel, for Marx and for Marxist-Humanism. every genuine culmination is both
summa~ion of all that has gone before and point of departure for new beginnings.
We will be tracing the self-determination of an idea-the idea of ••revolution in
perrnanence..-from its birth and development by Marx, through its long night of neglect, to
its re-creation and development by Marxist;Humanism in our own age. And precisely
because we cannot be satisfied with conclusions alone, and_now want to practice methodology
for today•s freedom struggles, we want to take that journey with the aid of the
Marxist-Humanist Archives, Th:: Raya DunayevskaJ•a Collection,•• housed here at \Vayne
State University in Detroit.
Listen to Mao. in 1844. at the moment of birth of his .. ne~ continent of-thOught .. :
The whole moVemeni of history is, on -the one .harad, the actual act of creation-the
act by which its empirical being was born; on the other hand, for its thinking
_consciousness. it is the rt?ali:ed and recognized process of dl!vt?lopmem.
-Primte Property and CommunismIt is no accident that Marx returns to this precise point in his greatest theoretical work,
Capital. in the chaptei on .. Machinery and Large-Scale Industr;, .. as he critiques both those
who fail to see the material basis for life in production, and those who fail to see the weak
points in "'abstract materialism .. as it excludes what he calls "'history and its process." Nor is
it any accident that in each of the three works of Marxist-Humanism we have studied in these
classes, Raya returns to this same passage in Capital, yet each return uncovers a fuller view of
Marx's Marxism. In the chapter in Marxism and Freedom on .. Automation and the New
Humanism," it is concerned with ••oifferefit Attitudes to· Automation," as the autoworkers
a·nd miners wildcatted, while union leaders and radical intellectuals viewed the new
technology as "'progress." In Philosophy and Revolution, it illuminates MarX•s early and sharp
critique of Darwin, and underlines the great distance between their pi:rspectivcs on human
development. In Rosa Luxemburg, Women:t Liberation, and Alarx·s Philosophy of Revollllion
.. history and its process" opens the section on Marx's Elhnological No/ebuoks, in which we
see how Marx's determination to hold fast to the ..ever-developing Subject,'' the human forces
of revolution, disclosed not only his differences with bourgeois anthropologists, but how his
philosophy of revolution diverged from that of-his closest collaborator, Engels.
Marx's magnificent 1844 description of the movement of history as the: act of c:reazion
and the process of dew:/opment, is thus not alone something for Marx's day. It points as well
to Marxist-Humani:s.m9 S ac:t of creation, Its process of development, from the ! 941 binh of
• A tdk delivered at Wa)"ne State University, Octroi&. March 22, 1984
•• Th~ Raya Duraaymlwl}·a Co!l«tion: Marxist·Humnnism, Its Origin and lkvdopmcnlll'l liz~ U.S. from
1911 to Today b available on microflbn from the Wayne State Univenity ATchlves of Labor Hi•tory and
Urban Affairs., Detroit, Ml 48202, for $60.00. The Guide> to the Collection is available from New:. &
Letten.
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the theory of state-capitalism to Rosa Luxemburg, Women's Liberation, and Mar.'C's
Philosophy tif Revo!wion and be)"GDd. lt is that methodology that 1 hope to illuminate here.
Part 1: Marx's Philosophy of ..Revolution in Permanence" and its Disappearance in· Post-Marx
Marxism
"From Critic of Hesiel to Author of CaPital and Theorist of "Revolution in
· Perm3nence' '' is !tow Raya titles Part Ill of Rosa Luxemburg, Women :S Liberation, and
Marx's Philosophy of Re1•olution, and in beginning with the nearly unknown Marx of 1841 we
are given the opportunity to sec how Marx's earliest critique of Hegel is sharpest when he
discoVers a division between Reality and Reason. "Totality.. in Hegel, be says, consists of two
hostile worlds, ••each _side utterl)' opposed to the .other:• In turning against this alienated
world, Marx comes to argue that not only the product of labor has been allenatC:d, but the
acth•ity of the human being. By the time we reacJt Marx's 1844 Humanist Essays, Marx is not
cn!y in_vc!v'ed with ccttml workers~. struggles, but subjecting the whole basis ·of 0111 human
relatiOns, including thoSe of Mlin!Woman, to ruthless criticism. · Marx's break from Hegel
becoines as well a return to the Hegelian dialectic-••thc dialectic of negativity as the moving
and creative principle." Marx sought, and disco\"ered, human Subjects to transform reality,
bearers of that dialectic.
Thus, the path- to permanent revolution for Marx meant both singling out :•negation of
the negation.. as key to all dialectic, and a singling out of human Subjects of revolution. This
is the context in which Marx's first reference to "'permanent revolutionn appears-in his 1843
article ..On the Jewish Question. •• Far from simply endol'sing ..civil rights" Marx ther-e
demonstrates how· total an uprOoting is ncieded to est<!'.blisb human· relations for all.
Throughout this whole period of the birth of Marx~s .. new continent of thought," the critique
of the old is never separated from the projection of the new societY as tho; ..self--development
of each individual as universal freedom." Thus the 1848 Communist Manifesto is not only a
history of class struggle, but the projection of ..an association in which the free development
of each is the· precoridition for the f~e deVeto~merit of all."
As Marx summed up the 1848 revolutions he wrotC his 1850 Addtess to the Communist
League which ends with the appeal to the proletariat: ..Their battle cry must be: The
Revolution in Permanence!"· He was posing that: I) the struggle would ne,,.er again be fought
with the bourg:Coisie; independent proletarian -organization was demanded; 2) tlic workers
needed to seek new allies, beginning with the peasantry. Above all, what stood out was the
method-that the next stage of revolution takes as its point of departure the highest point
reached in the last, and that was true in thought as well as in activity.
Yet to many in the Communist League, Permanent revolution seemed to mean only a
short-hand way of justifying pTecise1y the endless insurrection conspiracies Marx opposed. By
1852, the Communist League disbanded at Marx•s insistence, and eight years later, when
Marx writes to a friend, ..1 had in mind the party in the eminent historical sense," he actually
belongs to no party at all. By the time Marx writes the Critique_of the Gotha Program in
1875, he is even willing to put his own great International Wockingmen's Association behind
him when he says it was .. no lon&er realizable in its first historical fonn after the fall of the
Paris Commune."
The key is that whether it was the Communist League after 1848~50, or the
International \\'orkingmen's Association after the 1871 Paris Commune, Marx's relation was
to retolution as the determinant, and to a fonn of organization that would now have to arise
wi.ih the full expression cf the highest stage reHched. The organization had to encompass all
the new Subjects of revolution aad act as the bearer of philosophy of revolution, or it would
become both fetish and obstacle to further development. Marx's own agenda after 1848 led
from the Taiping Revolution to the Grundrisse•s .. absolute· movement of becoming." His
agenda after 1871, from an examination of Man/Woman relations to a new view of the
peasantry, and from the French edition of Capital to the Critique of the Gotha Program's
projection of the inseparability of philosophy and organization, is what we call today '"the
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trail to thC: 1980s.n
As R.8ya puts it in Chapter l1 of Rosa Luxemburg. WOmen's Liberation, and Marx's
Philosophy of Revolution, "It wasn't the phrase "permanent revolution• that was the proof of

the ·concept, but the fact that in the constant search for revolutionary allies the vision of
revolutions to come was in no way changed.u Thus, even though Marx did not use· the phrase
in hL'i · last decade,- Raya concludc.'i that: 'vrhe greatest concretization of the philosophy of
revolution and its rC-connection with the de.ep roots of the co'ucept of permanent revolutiOn
first developed in the 1850 Address, came in the last years of Marx's life and the study of the
pre-history, as_ well as the history, of humanity.•• (pp. 161·62)
Unfortunately, the phrase "'permanent revolution.. did mean something in the case of
~on Trotsky, even though originally he did not even call his 1905 theory of Russia's path to
socialism that. !n the .'-\ftervtcrd to Ch:ptc.r 11; w~ so::c that uot only was Trotsky's theory of
permanent revol~tion bereft of any self-developing Subject, but his implacable hostility to the
peasantrY meant there was no theoretic preparation for the 1925-27 Chinese Revolution or
tOday"s Third Wcrld revolutions. Neither, we see, was there any connection to P.ither MarX's
concept· of urevolution in permanence,'" or to organization. questions, to which Trotsky
applied, not ''permanent revolution, h but his theory of conciliationism, which he even
extended to the:. non-development of his own original insights.
Neither was ••revolution in permanence'" seen as ground for organization by Rosa
Luxemburg, even when she raised the question of spontaneity and the party, only to fall
victim to the fetish of organization· when she denounced the Second International as a
."stinking corpse,'" yet hesitated· to leave it in, 1918. And Lenin, who alone did seriously
return to the Critique of the Gotha Program, did so as preparation for smashing the bourgeois
state, never "viewing that·document as a projection of the inseparability of philosophy and
organization, and allowing his ·vanguard party concept" to remain in a .separate compartment
from his philosophic re-organization.
·
One could certainlY Call Tro.tsky's or Luxemburg's · insights in the period Of the 1905
revolution a uoasb of genius... But unless .. revolution in permanence".is spelled-out as going
on to develop those insights, and not a1one to differentiate oneself from others and thea ..stop
dead"" (as Hegel said of Kant). it becomes debris associated .wi!h Marx's theory only in name.
And it was to clear away that debris that Raya had to first write the ...Afterword" on Trotsky,
before even one word of Chapter 1 of Rosa Luxemburg, JVomen's Liberation, and Marx's
Philosophy of Revolution could be put to paper.

Part II: How MarxJst·Hwnantsm Developed. «Revolution in Permanence.'' as ground fen
orp.nizatioo and self-development or each individwd as unh·ersal freedom, io our age
A. Marxism SUJd Freedom

The post·Wurld War II world has been filled with revolutions, including VerY centrally
revolutions in the Third World. Yet insofar. as the theory of permanent revolution was
known, it was as Trotsk)''s theory, tied to the rejection of the peasantry, and unconnected to
any grounding in Marx:s Marxism, his "new Humanism.'"
How, then, did
Marxist·Humanism uncover a:;.:! re--create that theory as ground for organization in our age?
1t begins with what Raya h'as cnlled ..a paean of praise to breakups and splits," when
the ·Hitler-Stalin Po:.ct ~~ signed and Raya insisted lhal Russia could not possibly be
considered a workers' state, while Trotsky continued to base his analysis on the 1•roperty-form
of nation:llization. In working ·out heT analysis of ..Russia es a State--Capitalist Society." there
was as well what the pamphlet, 25 Years of Marxist-Humanism in the U.S., calls the ..germ••
of Marx's Humonism in her study of one of Marx's 1844 Essays on the role of labor. (See
p. 87°)
• Refcrrnce to works in the Man.ist·Hunu.nist Archives in lhc paacs that fellow an:: in~icatcd by
mlcm!'l!m P•&c numbers. as dlown In the Guidco to ih~ RaJ'Q Duna)'n'ska)'Q Ctofl«tlon.
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But it is the period 1949-53 that is singled out in both the 25 · Years of
Marxist-Humanism in the U.S. and the Guide to the Archives as the "Historic Re-emergence
of Marx~s Humanism."' In that period we can see bow Raya, ai one and the same time~ was
listening to ihe thoughts· of rank-and-file miners on strike against Automation, translating and
studying Lenin's Philosophic Notebooks, and ·engaging in her owO direct- encounter· with the
Hegelian dialectic. In our furthcoming pamphlet on that 1949-50 miners; ger.era1 strike, it is
clear that Philosophy-the ·Hegelian-Mandan dialectic-both anticipated and emerged out of
the actual events.
·
The point I wish !o stress here, however, is that in order to fully re-conne::t with Marx's
legacy, the ,breakthrough had to be not on his ground alone. but, on completely new ground for
our age as well. Thus, the 1953 Letters on the Absolute Idea, which Raya wrote in the weeks
-. after Stalin's death and before the East German workers; uprising, had to encounter Hegel's
dialectic at a point" where neither Marx. nor Lenin had gOne. Marx's 1844 "Critique of the
Hegelian Dialectic" bioke off before it reached Hegel's Absolutes and Lenin•s Philosophic
Notebooks disregard the last paragraph of the Absolute Idea in Science of Logic. Further, no
one, not Marx nor Lenin nor even modem Hegel scholars. had examined the three final
syllogiSms of Philosophy of Mind, which Hegel added to his work only in the last months of
his life: It is here that Raya both discovers a movement from practice that is itself a form. of
theo.ry ani! focuses on the final paragraph 577 as the Self.thinking Idea, the single dialectic
that emerges from actuality and from thought.
Reread Chapter I of Philosophy and Revolution and see why Raya calls these 1953
Letters ·•a new di,•ide in Marxism." In a sense one could call them our Address on Permanent
Revolution, for they opened up a process in thought ttui.t led to such a, view of new SubjectS or
revolutioc, and such a perspective of. a new kind Df organization that the supposedly
..qUiescent.. 1950s really became ·~a det4de of historic transformation... The new kind of
organization-News and· Letters Committees-born i.'l · 1955, established· at once its
uniqueness in both newspaper and organization, as Charles Denby, a Black Production
worker, became" editor, and each issue included a "Two Woflds" column by Raya. The
stories directly from the shops and" picket lines, the new questioning by workers,. were what
dict&~.tcd that our- "·ery first pamphlet (p. 2431) be 'the publication for all to study of Raya~s
translation of Lenin's Philosophic Notebooks and her 1953 Letters on the Absolute Idea.
Far from objictive events being used to uprovc''- what the breakthrough in thought had
already shown, the period that followed was one of constant deepening and development of
~ the fledgling tendency, Marxist·Humanism. The very next month after that first pamphlet
was published, the Montgomery Bus Boycott broke out. Denby's Indignant Heart: A Black
Worker's Journal re-tells its story focusing both on the critique of union and Black leaders
and radicals who failed to support it, and on the relationship between spontaneity and
organization which the boycott illuminated. (Everyone is struck by Denby's favorite
expression from that chapter: '"Few can look out upon a calm sea and tell when a stonn will
rise and sweep all filth to the shore.")
When we reach the description of the Montgomery Bus Boycott in Marxism and
Freedom. Raya states that ..The greatest thing of all in this Montgomery, Alabama
spontaneous organization was its Own working existence." Not only that, but she concludes
that the Montgomery Bus Boycott and· the Hun(Wian Revolution's workers~ councils have
together established the movement from practice that is itself a fonn of theory as a new world
epoch. Marxism and Freedom was the work that, tcgeth:r with the Hungarian Revolution,
brought Marx's .. new Humanism .. out of the archives and on:o the historic·stage. The two
are not scparnblc, just as the writing of Marxism and Freedom was not divided from the
discussions on the draft of it with miners, autoworkers and students. If you want to sec the
single dialectic emerging from actuality and from thought in that period, read Olga's 1956
letter to Raya on West Virginia miners discussing the draft of Mar,:ism and Freedom
(p. 2523). But nowhere is ihat world-historic moment of the mid·19S0s better posed as a new
Ms:lnn!na Cor yet deeper dlg:lns: than in the concluding paragraphs of Marxism and Freedom:
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-29The '.;;orker is right when he deinands that work be ..completely different, and not
separated from life itself,•• and that "thinking and doing be united.•• Once the
theoretician has caught this, just this, impulse from the workers, his work does not
end. It first theD begins. A new unity of theory and practice can evolve only when
the movement from theory to practice meets the movement from practice to
theory.
-Marxism and Freedom. p. 287
B. Pbllosopby and ReYolution
By the 'begi.nnini- of the 1960s, fre-edom movements were not only bursting ou\ !n East
Europe and Africa, but a neW generatioil of revolutionaries was being hom right in the ·u.S.A.
News & Lettcirs began to publish a stream of pamphlet.s, fiowing_out of the WO:.ik of Marxism
and Freedom, to concretize its perspective for those struggles: Nationalism, Communisfn,
Marxist-Humanism and the Afro-Asian Re1'olutions; Workers Bau/e Automation; Fieeclom
Riders Speak for Themselves; The Free Speech Moveinem and thi! Negro Revolution; and lhepath-breaking work on the American revolutiOn, American Civilization on Trial. In the fall of
1960 and winter of 1961, when Workers Battle Automation had just come off tbC press and
linked_ workers~ revolt to the new· questioning and activism by youth~ and when the Civil
Rights Movement's sit-ins were sweeping the South and speaking for tbe'mselves in News &
Letters. at that moment Raya decided to -write summaries of Hegel's works (p. 2806) and
sketch the very earliest outline of what would be Philosophy and Revolution. She calls it
.. Subjectivity of Self-Hb;cration" and exchanges letters with Herben Marcuse on its direction
(p. 4316). The author of Reason and Revolution, one of the leading scholars on the dialectic,
bad written: ..1 caDnot see why you need the Absolute Idea.•:• He was to go on the very next
year to publish his One-Dimensional Miln. with its assertion that technology has absorbed' all
workers• revolutionary subjectivity, and thereby ironically to show bow necessary is tbe
Absolute Idea fqr 'disce~ing concrete human fori!CS of revolution in our age. Raya~s six-page
answer is •.. to my mind, among the most illuminating expositions of the- concreteness of
philosophy fer toda~·s political analyses that I have ever_read. It demands further study.
For Marxist-Humanism, the new posing of philosophy's crucial nature came
imMediately,- as Ke-nnedy launched the Bay of Pigs invasion and RB.ya began her Weekly
Poii1fcai Letters. They take up some 250 pages in the An.:hives, and whether they are on
Cuba or Africa, the U.S. Civil Rights Movement or the anti-nuke protests, their deCp
grounding in the study of the dialectic is evident.
Inde-ed, by the time the struggles of the 1960s bad shown the insufficiency . of the
revolutionary act alone, and France 1968 bad ended with an uarrested.. revolution, Raya
fe-"Organizcd the form of Philosophy and Revolution to make .. Why Hegel? Why Now?" Part I
of the book. You can follow this development yourself, since all the draft chapters and letters
on the book, which were circulated for discussion. are included in the Archives. But once the
decision to ••tum the fonn of the book around" had been reached. what it meant was the
launching of a dialogue with precisely those uNew Passions and New Forces.. she was later to
single out in Ch~ptcr 9. Thus. 1969 saw our sponsorship of the Blaclc/Red Conference in the
midst of the Bl&ck caucuses in the unions activity (p. 4338) and 1971 saw the founding
Conference of Women's Liberation-News and Letters (p. 43:;5). In ech. the subject for
discussion was not alone the state of the movement, but how .. Why Hegel? Why Now?"
illuminates the path from activity and n:volt to full social revolution and a human society.
Philosophy and Revolution. 1973. stands as the tumlog polot in the development of
Marxist--Humanism and, I would argue, wus ccntr:l to the re-creation of Marx's philosophy of
permanent revolution. Nothing helped me see that more than the very first letter Raya wrote
as she began her work on Rosa- Luxtmh11rg. Women~ Libtralion. and Marx"s Philosophy of
Revolution, June 30, 1978:
Now, let us get down to our age and see bow difficult it is to grasp that ..Absolute
Idea as New Beginning,"
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. 30.
First. it appears as the unity· of theory and practice. Re-read MaTxi~;m and
Freedom, where 1 certainly had already grasped the brciik-up of Absolute as the
movelnent from practice as well as from theory, for :.!':~·m to unite as revolutionary
. practice for our age. lil there the central part which will lay the ground for our age
. as the. age Or absolute contradiction, Of.transformation of the first workers' state
into state_-C:iPitalisrii, does take ·up all of Marx's works: philosophic, economic,
hisuirh: and political. And whnt do l call it? ''Unity of Theory and Practice."
Not_ onlY that. I. ,in a footnote, thank Mnrcuse for his seminal work, Rt•ason am/
Rt•ro/mion, b}' saYing 1 agree with him that Marxism went neither with the Left
Hegelians, nor what became Hegelianism as that was transformed into oppOsite by
the Right....
-

Why, however, could I not have made myself so clear to myself as to· see that.
m·uch as I leafned from MarcusC, we were not only on diff~rent planCts
~·politically~· btit philosophically? The answer is iil the fact that untii,Phih>sl)ph)'
a11d R:.•ro/utio11, until my own·- return to Hegel; straight, and the nell: era Or the
1960s incomplcted in 1968, and new forces ()f libt!ration AS REASON-Labor,Black 'Dimension, Women's Liberation, Youth·-nO new stage of' cognition could
become concrete and profound._ And it is when 1 also.began, with that new phrase,
"new COntinerit or thought,'' to see that not only was it unity of theorY and
practice, but new beginning-new continent, new world view, and that not only as
internationalism-worker has no country; the world is his couiury-but
Human-ism. (p. 6432)
The point I want to make here is that no one from Marx's death to today has posed
Marx as ..philosopher of revolution in permanence," let alone moved to re-create that
phiiO!.ophy for .-oUr age and tasks: especially the task of working out form of Cf'Janization.
Even we, in ,\larxism and Fn.•edom. did not do so explicitly. But Philosophy ai1d Rt.'l'Oiution
so deepened Absolute Negativity, Marx's point-of departure, by posing it as new bt.•ginning,
tha"t ·now Marx:s concept of .. revolutiora in permanence'' did find its cOncrete, explicit
expression wi!h Rosa Luxemburg, H'omen·sLib£•ration, and Mar."(~ Philosoph)• of Ret'OIIIlion.
Listen to what Raya singles .out in Hegel as he sums up_ Philosoph)' _of ~Hind the first
time. that is, before he adds the three fimi.l syllogisrris: '
·
li is Precisely in this last section on philosophy that he auacks_ the very com:ept of
system: "They are most accurately called systems which apprehend the Absolute
only as suhstance•.. thcy represent the Absolute as the utterly universal genus which
dwells in the species or existences, but dwells so potently that these existences have
no actual reality. The fault
all these modes of thought and sYstems is that they
stop short of defining substance as subject and as mind."
-PhilosophJ' am/ Rel·ollllion, p. 35
Can't you just hear, in that quote from Hegel, echoes of Marx striking out against
Mikhailovsky for system-bUilding, for ignoring the actual movement of ''history and its
process" in constructing a ..historico-philosophical theory. the supreme vinue of which
consists in being supra-historical"? Whether as propcrty-iorm or us form of orgnni7.ation. the
system as fetish. as obstacle to human-freedom, is what the Hegclinn-Marxian dialectic refuses
to bow down to. Yet c\·en this is still posed negath·ely, as what we are against. It is only with
Raya's analysis of Hegel's three final syllogisms in the context of Plti/osopllJ' and Remlmiun
that we are ·able to begin to work out the posilh'e expression of "Self-thinkiug Idea,'' of
••revolution in permanence." Again il is insepar.1ble from the new age opl'n:od with the
-- 11:\'0!:.nior.s of the 1950s:
·
The new frontiers opened with the end of illusions, with the start of revolutions
wllhln the successful revolutions, with the permanence of self-development so that
- there should end, once and for all, the diiTcrencc between the Individual and the
Universal,
-Phi/o.wphJ• mul Rt•l·u/mion, p. 2H5
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It is that "pennanence of self-development" within each one of us in the freedC.:n,
movement that aJone can end the aborted revolutions Of our age and open the path to
.. universal freedom ...
C. ROOil Luxembprs, Waml!!n's IJberstiQn, and Marx's Pbllo!topby of Retolatloa
Almost as-soon as Philosophy and Revolution was off the press. the new rc_volutions _of
the 1970s began to P.ppear world-wide, stretching from PortugaUADgcJa/Mozambique through
Leba~on. South Africa and Iran to Nicaragca and Grenada... The ""hunger for philosophy..
depicted in Philosophy and Revolution was met by new f~Jrms of truncated Marxism. whether
··roco-.ist.. Or even ..mergers.. of 'religion and socialism, while -the· new global Women's
Liber.ition Movement challenged the incompleteness of every revolution, whether in Portugal
or Iran. Our activity involved not only ~upport of, and p311icipation in those reVolutions, but
the- publication.oi such pamphlets
'Francz-Fancit, Sowew and American Black Thought,
Working Women for Freedom and Latin America's Unfinished Revolutio"ns, each of which ha(._
its origins in Philosophy and_ Revolution.
At the· same time ''Why Hegel? Why Now?'' continued lo unfold and deepen. Two
documents from- the Archives in this period demonstrate, I _think. the way Philosophy and
Revolution itself. was re<ancretized as preparation for the explicit development of Marx's
6
'rcVolution in permanence.'' These ore "Absolute Negativity as New Beginning.'' a lecture
given to the Hego:l Society of America in 1974 (p. 5631) and "Our Original Contribution to
the Dialectic of Absolute Idea as New Beginning" (p. 5622), presented in April 1976. I want
to mention the dates because the Hegel Society presentation, with its stress on the
"consequential.. final syllogism, ''Self·thinking Idea," summed cp Philosophy and Revolution,
Chapter 1, in one way, while the presentation in April, 1976 was given as we had asked ·~will
the revolution in Ponuial ad':r'ance?" and singled out the dimensions of Africa, of Women~s
Liberation, and of philosophy as the human powers that alone could drive the revolution
forward.
As with-the revolutiOns of the 1960s, Raya n_ow launched a new series of antlyses of
wortd events, beginning with tbe.Ponugucse RevolutiOn. Only now, instead of beir"g- caUi::d...poJitical Letters," they were explicitly PoUticai-PhUosophic Letters-and the change in name
was another way of shOwing that we did not alone single out .. Forces as Reason," we also
viewed "philosophy as for~" of revolution.- Far from viewing philosophy as an internal
matter, we now began publishing our Draft Perspectives Theses in News d: Letters for all our
readers to join in the discussion. Finally, that was extended even to the publication or draft
chapters of Rosa Luxemburg, Women:r Liberation, and }.farx"s Philosuphy of Revolution in
the paper.
The same decade of the 1970s that was filled with revolutions. especially in the Third
\Vorld, saw as well the publication of Marx's works as a totality for the first time. The
transcription of Marx's Notebooks en Ethnology and on Russian and Indian peasant society
focused attention on Marx's last decade. The convergence of new global crises, the rise of
new freedom movements, especially the Women's Liberation Movement, and the availability
for the first time of Marx's work -as a totality, provided the impetus for Rosa LuxembUrg,
Women's Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Rcvolulion. The freedom movements were
posing new questions on Conn of ol'(f;anlzatlon and on the relationship of technologically
backward lands to advanced ones. Yet wheil we come to Chapter 8 in Rosa Luxemburg,
Women's Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Revo/ulicn, we see that it is titled ..The Task
That Remains to Be Done: The Unique nnd Unfinished Contributions of Today's Women's
Liberation Movement... Afier the tragedy of Grenada, we would have to place an emphnsis
on the ..unfinished" contributions, not only of the Women's Liberation Movement, but of the
"30 years of movements from practice that were themselves fonns of theory"-all of them.
In Chapter 8 Ray:~. points out the two most serious errors of today's VIomen's Liberation
Movement as: I) failure to see Rosa Luxemburg as reminist and revolutionary; and 2) the
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attempt to ·reduce Marx to a single ..discipline~• (anthropologist, economist, etc.). And it is
Engelsian Marxism, whether i~ The. Origin of the Family. Private Property and the State as
Co"ering up Marx's concept of Man/Woman, or in Anri-Dilhring as reducing the Marxian
". dialectic to a form of positivism; that is seen as crippling aJI movements.
PieCisely because the re\·olutions oi the_ 1970s raised such new questions· on forms of
organization and on the relationship of. theory to practice which that stunted Marxism could
not answer, Raya concludes:
we· must return to Marx-the whole nf. Marx. Without his philosophy of
revolution, neither Women's Liberationists nor the whole of humanity will have
diScovered the ground that will assure the success of the revolution.
-Rosa Luxemburg, Women's Liberation,
and J.farx's Philosophy ofR~·o/ution, p. 109
Crucial to that return bas been the ·re.e,...aminatioc. of the Critique of the Gotha Program
as described in the tx:ginning of this t~. We bad seen· the Critique in Marxism and
Freedom, right withiD. the concludinP.· chap::r. There it is posed as the basis of the new
sOciety in ·which labor is liberated frum the twin tyrannies of Automation and the Plan and ·
becomes ""itself the first necessity of liviug." In Rosa Luxemburg. Women~ LiberatioN, and
Marx's Philosophy of Revolution, Critique of the Gotha Program is seen as Marx's projectiOn
of the need to never divide philosophy from the question of form of organization, begiilning
with ..ending the antithesis between mental and manual labor.·~ One might argue that this is
exactly what NC:ws and Letters Committees has strived to do from its birth. with our fmm of
organization, our form of newspaper. Yet in grounding ourselves explicitly in Marx's
••revolution in pennanence" as form of organization, we are now saying somet..'ling much
. deeper about the ••self-development of the individual'' and the relation of each of us to the
Marxist~Humanist Archives.
D. LiviDg Archives

With apologies to Philosophy and Revoltltian 1 ..Why Archives? Why Novlr' In part,
think the answer has come from our experience with' the nrchives of fo...larx, with what it
means to have the totality of his work. We have seen how it took the Russian Revolution to
get the 1844 Humanist Essays, the Chinese Revolution to get the Gnindrisse, and our own age
of Women's Liberation and Third World revolutions to finally see a transcription of Marx's
Ethnological Notebooks. But it isn't a question of quantity. Rather it is one of ..embryo and
process," of what it means to ..hear Marx thinking," when you, in a very different age, have
to work out new problems be could only see in outline as they first cppearcd. The movement
suffered from not having Marx's archives.
In 1969, when Philosophy and Revollllion was in draft fonn, and the ievolutions of 1968
had proved the insufficiency of the act alone, Raya didn't confine herself to circulating the
chapters and- to holding the magnificent Black/Red and Women's Liberation-News and Letters
Conferences. She also began the Raya Dunayevskaya Collection-our Archives-and insisted
that it be made available far and wide. Raya's collection remains to this day the only one
with a requirement that it be made available to all who wish to study it, with no restrictions
or "proof of scholarly intentions·~ required. lt is now available on microfilm in over 30
libraries across the country, and s.:veral overseas. We have added to the Archives three times
since, bringing it up to 1981, on the eve of Rosa Luxemburg, Women's Liberation, and
.Ua::_x's Philosophy of Revoluiion.
·
-f Since then, we have bad not only the finished work, _but all the additions to it made
afto:t it was published. We have the new Introductions to Nationalism, Communism.
Marxist-Humanism and the Afro-Asian Rt'l·olutions and American Civilization on Trial, Marx
and the Third World and the Political·Philosophic Letter on Grenada. We have _Perspectives
Theses from 1981·84 and the new Constitution ofN!:ws and Letters Committ!:es we adopted
last year. And by this spring we will have in our bands the pamphlet on the The Coal Miner:,··
General Strike of 1949-50 and the Birth of Marxist·Humanism in the U.S. Thb year we will
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- 33add aPin t~ th~ Archives. and 8s -previCW-to that 1 want to very briciiy speaX<aOoui two or
t.ltose additions: the article in- Praxis, and the paragraph added to p. 180 of Rosa Luxemburg.
Wotnen:S Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution.
The Praxis article.., "'MarX's ~New Humanism~ and the Dialectics of Women's Liberation
in Primitive· and Modem Societies," is not entitled ••Ma.n.'s Concept of Man/Woman.n Or
more precisely. M:atx•s concept of Man/Woman, his view of the revolutionary power of the
"feminine fennent,"' can not be_understoOd .outside the development of the ""whole of Man.."'
his ile":,~ontinent of thought. Here you see the way each Subject of revolution emerg~ as a
new catCgOry: when the objective situalion and the subjective response' of Marx:s. Marxisin
correspond, aitd ·only then.·· Or,· to put it another way, no single force of revOiution-not
worker-S.- Blacks, .women,· yoath, pe2SSDtry....:.can claim to be_ decisive when separated from
Reason. "The whole· of_ Marx'"-:hb: totalit)'-:-is the deteriniuant here, We can stc it when
R.nya -·looks itt her own sketCh of h-lant. on Women•s Liberation (pp. 106--07 ·of Rosa
Luxemburg, Women's LiberatiOn; arid Marx's Philosophy 'of Revolution) ·and askS what Marx
did iu the 185o's (the one deCade not dC'"'.M:ribed therc)-and fiD.ds bOlh his actiVity with the
w~:imen workers-on strike at Preston, and his support of Lady Bulwer-Lytton, who was thrown
in· prisOD. for daring ·to oppoSe 'her· aristocr.tlic-pollticiari husbdild. And we can see it when
Raya la.Sb"es out against those like Mikhail Vitkin. who now praise Marx's b.st decade, only to
deride his first 30 yeais of work as ""Euro-centered.'' . ·
·In the addition ·to p. 180 of Rosa Luxemburg, -Women$ Liberation, and Marx's
Philosophy of Revolution, the argument is not with Vitkin. but with ~ngels. Raya was
dissatisfied· with simply Saying "it was ·no accident'' that Engels skipped over the Asiatic
Mode of PrOduction iil his The Origin of the Family. Pri-rate Property and the State. What
beco'mes clear is that Engels skipped over the Asiatic Mode of Production because he could
neither see thC communal form under despotic rule, nor the origin of divisions between chief
and ranks in the primitive coinmune.. Both stemmed from a unilinear view of human history,
an abstract· materialism which never fully grasped ••history and its p~:· One might
almost say that Engels' _view if not so far removed fr,om the unilinear concepts of
Mikhailovsky; or at the least that Engelsianism laid the ground for property~form-ratber than
production relations with their revOlutionary dualit~-,-to become equivalent to ••socialism•• .
for post-Marx Marx-ists. Doesn't TrOtsky's insistence that nationalized property inade Russia
.--a workers' s.rete "despite all,"" stem_ from this. just this. Engelsian divergence from Marx'!i
Marxism?
But let•s return to the addition to p. 180 to see the positive expression· of Marx's
Marxism as_ we are re-creating it today. Frankly. it is- this sentence that-for better or
worse-motivated the form of this presentation, because it speaks so explicitly of the whole of
Marxist-Humanism's view of Ma.rx:
Marx transformed what, to Hegel, was the synthesis of the .. Self~Thinking Idea••
and the ~·Self-Bringing Forth of Liberty•• as the emergence of a new society. The
many paths to get there were left o-pen·.
lt is our task-cllcb one of us-to travel those many paths so concretely that the
"'self-development of each individual.._ becomes inseparable from the realization of ~·universal
freedom." If we do thDt. we will not only grasp the meaning of .. history and its process," we
will li\'e it.
·
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Women's Liberation in Search of a Theory
by Olga Domanski

. Part I: The Summary of a Decade* ·
August 26. 1980 will mark a full decade of Women's Liberation as a new mass freedom
movem·e_nt., It was August 26, 1970-that _50,000 women marched down Fifth Avenue in New
York to celebrate the 50th anniversary of suffrage in ihe U.S. and stunned the world by
transforining. the first ··womeD.•s Strike for· Equality.. into the largest women's march in U.S.
history. In the ten yearS-since thenothe movement has moved acrOss every contilient an·d
touched every facet of life. forcing even the UN to declare in 1975 an lntematioital Women's
Year..:.....and then- to rename it" International Women's Deaa~e.
We have seen massive marches for the rigbt·to abortion nor only in.West Germany but
in Catholic Italy; speak.uuts on rape ·everywhere froni the U.S. to india; ieminist -pubiications
appearing everywhere from Africa and Peru to the underground in Russia.
ln·the U.S. from the very beginning of the deeade, minority women organized their own
grOups. Chicana feminists and North American Indian women in 1970; Pl.lerto Rican women
in 1972; the National Black Feminists in 1973. A new dimension in class struggles burst
forth all over the land: from textile workers to telephone operators and from office workers to
welfare, mothers, the unorganized began organizing themselves and the organized began
forming women's caucuses within their unions. The questions they demanded be answered
were not only equal wages but sexual harassment by company or union officials or feUow
workers :llike. There was nothing-from attitude to the family to sexual preference; from art
to health care;·from affirmative actiOn to language-that the Women's Liberation Movement.
did not raise.
·
But what most distinguished the Women's Liberation Movement of the 070s ·from ihe ·
New· Left of the 1960s-out of which it· was born, and which ii was challenging to end· the
separation of "thinkers" and ""doers"-was that none had to be convinced. that activity ·alone
wm not do. it, that theort is n~ed. The search cau be seen iu the veritable ~"plosion of both
activist papers and academic studies, in theoretical jouinals like Quest and Signs, and in the
- more than 15,000 courses in Women's Studies- established by 1978. Nowhere was the· thirst
for ideas more evident than in the outpourings to all ttie varied conferenceS that continuously
astounded the ..organizers"-whether that be the Coalition of 4bor Union Women in 1974
or thC Socialist-Feminists in 1975, the International Women's Year Conference in Houston in
1977 or the Second Sex Conference in New .York this past year.
Yet. at the end of so magnificent a decade, the Women's Liberation Movement faces a
counter~revolution-from within and from without-so 5trong that in the U.S. not only does
the 1973 Supreme Ccurt victory on abortion stand in danger, but we cannot even guarantee
ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment in a northern industrial state like Illinois-while
in Portugat·and Iran, where women's demonstrations challenged the incompleteness of those
revolutions, the whole revolution now stands in mortal danger.
·
Never was there a more urgent need to finally find a theory that can match all the new
beginnings in pn.ctice. Never was it more clear that the question which demands to be
answered at this point is not even so much whP..t theor)" as what is theory. It dem3nds a
second look at tod~y's Women's Libefation theorists with those eyes.

• Published in News & Ultrrs, June, 1980
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- 35Tht.• Seconr~ Sex,- Thirty Years Later

The three day coriference·last September at New York University, called to discuss the
significance of Sirilone de Beauvoir's The Second Sex, 30 years later, was organized around 22
p_a)>(rS; 30 workshops and five general sessions. The, 1,000 women who participated were· all
seriously trying to-work out a feminist thC:ory. Yet none questioned why a Confefence on the
threshold of the' 1980s should be ..inspired" by _Simone de. Bcauvoir's EiistentiaJist
philosophy which in .1949 was but a- transition point from the old to the riew, as she opened
wide a heretOfore undared discussion of sexuality. It was tba't topic tbs.t inspired _today_'s:
\Vomcn's Uberatfon Movemen4 not de Beauvoir's conception of womtm as "Othe:r." And it is
that topic, sexuality, that_is·still in need of a rclation.to revolution~· We will surely never find
it in the Sartrean Existentialism that de Beau voir followed so faithfully.
, .In the _814 pages of The Second Sex. never once do we see wom.an as 'active, thinking
subject. Woman is. always the object that teirible ,things, are done to-and primarily because
she supposedly a1lows it to be that way. Indeed, she tells us that the slaves were always
conscious of their oppression, the proletariat has always been in revolt; but woman? ''No
desire for revolution dwells within her.''
·
Because uc~ativity.. means to her only wm·ics of an or' of literature, not neW human
relations, she can, insist that uas long as woman has to struggle to bec."'me a human being, she
canriot become a creator, .. when the truth is the 1:xact opposite. There is such a total absence
of appreciation for any mass movement that it extends even to the leaders of those
movements. Thus, Ros:1 Luxemburg, the great leader of the 1919 German Revolution, merely
battled "'beside Liebknecht" and supposedly demonstrates "that it is not the inferiority of
women that h:l! caused their historical insignificance; it is rather thCir hiStorical insignificance
th~t haS doomeci them to inferiority," ·None of the revolutions count for anything.
All the great women of history whose naines are sprink1c;d' on p2ge aftei page a~e. we are
told, ••isolated individuals.. as we are asked: .. for one Fl;>ra Tt!:tan or Louise Mkhel, how
many timid housewives begged·tbeir husbands not to take chances?.. But it is not only the
tniC history of the great Paris Commune of 18711 that. de Beauvoir ignores-the 3,000
women of the Committee for the Defence of Paris. working women for the most pan, who
not only took their places on the barricades but who organized their office to remain open
around the clock during even the most critical days of the battle. More important, it is the
true history of her own age she docs not see.
The firet edition of The Second Sex came out in 1949 just when, in industrial America, the
miners in .their great Automation strikes were challenging nothing less than what sort of work
human beings should do; a whole new Third World was being born; and on the level of the
Women's Liberation Movement Itself, the Wome::~ who had been drawn into the factories in
\Votld War II were challenging the attempts to shove them back to the kitc:hcn!i again.
Evcl')'lvhcre the movement from p;ractice wss raising the most highly philosophic questions-but
none of Chis penetratl!d de Beauvoir's thinking, desphe the fact that of all the women theorists
the \\'omen's Uberntion MoVement hu embrace-d, sbe is the only one who is a philosopher.
Nothing better proves that it is not any philosophy that is needed but one that will
enable you to catch in theory what masses in motion have been doing and thinking in
practice, create new categories and thus help move the revolution forward. Nothing better
demonstrates that it is not the historic epoch you are born into, but your relationship to that
monmcot from practice as well as to the r;i~vement from theory that determines what voia:s
you hear, what factS you find, and even whai Words mean.
1 In Th~ Wonuon ln«ndlarln (Braziller, 1966; Oalllmard, 1963), Edith Thomas hu documented the
mqnifiocat history of the women of the Commune in such movina dct1.illhat one feels euctly what Man
described in Th~ Civil War In Fra."tU at: ..Workitq. thlnk.in.. fi&htiD.J. blccdina Pari!...nadiant in the
cnthusl4sm of it: historic loitbtivcl..
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- 36How else can you explain that de Beauvoir could conclude her voluminous epic with the
·magnificent statement of discovery_ Marx had made in his Economic-Philosophic Jl,fanuscripts
of 1844; "'The direct, naturat, necessary relationship of man to man is the relationship of man
to--woman ... ·-· -&nd su twist its- meaning th-at She .. resiatesu 'it to be_ an affimlation of her
philOSophy that '"it-is for man to.establish the reign Of liberty"!
FtorX1 beginning to end for tl'.·e ExiStentialist de Be:mvoir. woman remains Other, the
Second SeX. 2 How, then, could nor,e of this come out for eX:imination, let alone critiqce.-even
''Thirty_ Years later,".-at a COnfcr.:nce of women theorists?
And whitt of the historia':is at that conference? Have theY do!le any better than· the·
philosOpheiS?

.Gerda Lerner. Academic Historian
Gerda Lerner has written no less than four books specifically on the history of American
.women and is considered a ''pioneer:" in the field. How could she. be allowed to• get away
with the vulgar anti-intellectualism she displayed ther=, continuing to fight Freud and Marx
alike, not on the ground of their ideas, .much less their historic period 8nd relation to
objectivit.v. but merely on the grounds that they are men?
It iS her latest book, The .A.Iajority Fiiuls its·P~i: Placing Women in History, a cOllection
of 12 essays written over the past decade, that most clearly reveals her false thesis' of
..history," in the very manner in which she changed the title of her 1977 documentary from
.. Women in the Making of a Nation" to uThe Female Experience." In a "flash of insight,"
she tells us, she rearranged aU her material a:cording to "'female iife stages (Childhood,
Youth, Marriage and the Single. State, etc.) ·and to stages of the growth of feminist
conscious,ness."
·
''What is needed," she insists, "in order to correct the distorted picture presented bY
trnditionRJ history is women-centered aO.atysis. Whet would tl1e past be like it man were
regarde-a as 'l'Oman•s •other'? [my emphasis] EVen to pose such n question ...shifis one's angle
of vision:• What we wind up with is a vision not only shifted, but so twisted that the dialectic
of history-the history of mass struggles of women and men for freedom-becomes a history
of the "'tensions'" between the separate cultures, ~"male and female .., The result is that, far
from ..Placing Women in Histoly," Genh. Lerner wrenches women out or it. While she
correctly exposes- that .. the rich history of the_ abolition movement has been told as though
women played a m~rginnJ, auxiiiary, and at times mainly disruptive role in it," nowhere do
we get a whiff of the dialectical, historical, and continuing relationship between the freedom
struggles of Blacks and of women. Nowhere rue the Sojourner Truths and Harriet Tubmans
seen as the speakers, the •_•generals,.. the Je8ders, who inspired tho:.whitc women to be mote
ihan "auxiliary."' The Women's Rights MoVement lifOSC out ot the Abolitionist Movement.
There Is no such thing as Bl.llc!c. history that Is not also whhe bisiOI')', Thtre i; no such thing
as woman's history that Is not the actual history _or humanity's struggle toward freedom.
Both Black Women in White America and The Female· Experie11ce: An American
Docunitmtary, as documentary histories, are collections of magnificent scope. But because this
academic historian sees thtm only as that-voices, and not the Reason in all the great
struggles that &.re history-she can actually call the work she did on Black WomeiJ nothing
more than a "detour" on her way to her original "theory" :lfwornen's blstory.
· NO wonder she can write that "The speech by the former sl::ave, Sojourner Truth, belongs
here not so much because of its content, but b«ause of its tone.'' And this is the speech
where Sojourner is criticizing no one less than Frederick Doug!ass afler the Civil War fur
l And bow do we CJ.i)laia that women tbcorilta like Mqery CoiUD.t a.o.d ChristiDe Pierte ct!l write so
ck-vastatlq m. aitlque of the male chauviniam of 1ean-Palll Sartre as thtlr "Holes &nd Slime: Se:d'm in
Sante's Ps)'choanaJ)"lis" (indudcd ia Womt"nllnd Phllosoplry, Putnam, 1976) without a •inalc word ofaitl·
dm~ or de Beauvolr. wbo lh~ tbe .. me phllowpby?
.
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being ..short-minded .. because be asked women to ·wait for their enfranchisement, while
Sojourner was insisting that women, too,- must have their rights!
Lerner•s disdain_ for MarX is not just because he is a man. It is ~use for Marx tbeory
flowed out 9( tbc zctual thoughts and action of women and men shaping hlstcry, whereas fer
Lerner she, not .the women who speak in her book~ is going tP be the original. The sad truthis that it is _nOt only the white Womcn•s Liberation f'yfovement theorists who have not caught

··the creativity of the mass movement.· We have yet to produce the Black woman theorist who
has been able to develop what Toni Cade attempted to show in The Black Woman, her-1970
anthOlOgy of Voices that ·were demanding to be hccud; to catch in theory what the Rosa P2rks,

Fannie ~u Harne_rs, Daisy B8.tes, Gloria- Richardsons, and count!ess others were acting out in
life· in o':'r f?Wn t!ge.
\Vhat enabled Marx to ..transform historic narrative into historic Reason'"-his total
pCilosoi>hy of reVolutiOn-is what· still eludes nearly an the new women theorists. And not
· only those who reject M8rxism as a theory for Wornen~s Liberation, but even those who are
seeking to join Socialis!fl arid Feminism .
. Sheila ~owboth:l~ Marxist Historian
Sheila Rowbotham's Women. Resistance and Revolulion remains the most serious work
of all the women tluiorists, not only because she is a: Marxist, and the one best representative
of the generation that gave birth to today's Women's Liberation Movement out of the New
LCft, but because she h.u=-traced, through 300 years of history, not merely the oppression but
women's resistance to that oppression. Indeed, so organic docs Rowbotham see the resistance
that she states categorically: "there is no 'beginning' of feminism in the sense that there is. no
beginning to defiance in women.''
. She is esp-ecially attuned to recognize the importance of the ~orking-class dimension.
But all the events arc told as if each ~appe'ned.apart from the other:. There is no movement•
. Thus, -tho-ugh wt.:-- Jearn about Flora Tristan's proposal for a Workers• International in
1843 on one page and of American· Abolitionism on still another~there is no sense of what ·
the 1840s represented as a momentous historic age that produted not only the Seneca Falls
Convention, _the 1848 Revolutions in Europe and the anti-slavery movement in America-but
Kail Marx's· break_ from bourgeois. society In 1844 and his world-shaking discovery or what
Raya Dunayevskaya has called a whole "new continent of thought!'
It is Ro\_\'botham~s failure to see Marx as that founder of a total philosophy of revolution
for our age that is her fatal error. It is not that she has not studied Marx's work. She writes
of everything frcm the I 844 Economic.Philosophic Manuscripts to the Communist Manifesto,
German Jdeology and· the powerful pages in CapitOl where Marx describes the working
conditions "of sewing girls, silk workers, bleachers, straw-plaiters, and other women." She
acknowledges his support for a women's section of the International, his praise for the women
of the Commune, his encouragement for the intellectual development and activism of his own
daughters.
Yet she insists on viewing Mal1t as nothing more than a .. bourgeois man in the 19th
century"! Because she equates Marx's profound view of the Man!Wom:m relationship in his
1844 ll~tmanist Essa)'S as no more than the development of u .. theme generally discussed in
utopian socialist writing on women's Hberntion..-rather rhan s~ina It as a breakthrougb to
the con~:e"ption of just bow total must be thf' uprooting 9f this explollatlve society If we are ever
to achieve t. new human society-she limits Mo.rx to being nothing more than n theoretician of
"class strusgle" rather than philosopher of a whole "new continent of thought." Tho.t is
precisely why. though she passionately wants to .. connect" whal she feels are the two
dimensions of her own being-feminism and Marxisntl-she winds up concluding in the final
J In her paper...The Feminl•t ChaUenae to Socialbt ThoU&,ht and Practice," Joan Lande' hu contribut·
cd • K"riout dlscuulon of "Nhal '1-he pinpoint• as •'the mOJt mark~ dilfc~ncc between the pn:scnt and the

pan••,th"' rise of an autonomout I'X'iallat feminist tende:.cy wilhln the women'tliberathon

mov~ment."

Yet,
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This is a book in which feminism and Marxism come home to roost. They cohabit
in the same space somewhat uneasily... the connection between the oppression of
women and the central discoVery of Marxism, thC class exploitation of the. Worker
in 'Capitalism, is still forced. It is still coming out of the heads of woinen like me
as an idea.
Btit it is Dot an outside mediator that brings.Marx.'jsm and feminism together•. Jt is life.
To insiSt that ..wofficn have come to revolutionary consdousness by 'means of ideas, actions
and organizatiOns which have _been made predominantly by men" is to wrench women out of
the_ real hist_ory.of humanity's struggle toward freedom_every bit as much as do-es Simone de
Beau voir or _Gerda _Lerner. To seC oilly that women have been ''Hidden from History" and
not that _they haVe been hidden from philosophy. meanS that you have not grasped what .it
meanS that throughout histOry women have been not only fOrce but RWoo,_revolutionaries in
actimdutd iff thought.· What is urgent fortod;iy•s revolutionaries to grasp is"-that only wh~n a
whole new ·category has been made of that cognition, Women RS Reason Snd as Re·mlutiomu-y
Force-as only one woman philosopher. Raya Dunayevskaya, has done 4-have women finaJly
become part, a vitlll part, of the philosophy of freedom.
WithOut that philosophy, "resistance.. never moves to ''creativity..-the creation of thenew. Without it, the "challenge to the Left" to Practice new relations NOW, not "after the
revolUtion;• out of which today's 1Nomen's Liberation Movement was born, retrogresses to as
empty a thesis as the pamPhlet Beyond the Fragments which Rowbotham produced in 1979,
Seven Years·after her serious work on Women, Resistance and Rl!l•olution. It is not.tha:t the
question of "form of organization" that sh:: rnises there is unimport~mt. Jt is that the
question is whaf fonn !Jf organization· will elicit the new voices and ground its theory in that
·Reason· rather than- attempt to "harness" the new passions of Women's Liberation-and
youth, and Blacks, and labor-to its "leadership."
OnJy that kind of theory and organization can help move the Women's Liberation
Movement forward. \Vhat the decade of the Women's Liberation- Movement as a mass
movemerlt prOves, more than anything else, is thnt without such a philosophy along with
activity for liberation, we will not stand still, but go backWard. With it, we can help create a
new, truly human world.

abc too, labors unsucceufully at malina • ..synthesis'' of sodttitt and feminist thouebt, primarily becallie,
like most o( lhe Women's Libcr&tlon Mo\·er.1eot, she co111iden Marx ~~nd Enatls u one. What is needed is
noll aynthctis but d.IYhSe-bctwcm MarX.. owa pblmopbJ and z.ll ot.!:len. (For a flill development of this.
sec a.~ Dunayeubya's "Min.'s and En.cclt' Sturtln Coolra$tc.d'' In Hn~s d Utten, ]an.•Fcb., 1979.)
.. For her devclopmcnl of this philosophy, cce Cb.ptcr 9, .. New Passions and New Forces," in Philosophy
41Ld RnoltttiOI'I (DeU, 1973); ..The Women'a Uberslion Movew.cat u Reason and as RcvolutiOD&JY Force"
in Notn on Womrn"s U~tion (News& Leltt:ta, 1970): "Women u ThinkeR &lld as RcvolutJonarics"' in
Wctklng H'omrn For 1-"r«-dom (News & l.etlcn, 1976); and three draft chap1ers from her new
work·ln·pro~ on Rosa I.u.xtmbuf'l:, Womt'n:r Libmzllon, and Marx's Philosophy of Rnalwtlon (published
In N~s d Lnt~. Jan.-Feb., 1979; Jan.-Feb., 1980; and Arrll, 1980).
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Part II: On the Development of our Writings on Women's Liberation*
Although we have long wanted to have a ••listingn of Manist·Humanist writings on
Liberation, what gives that kind of .. summary'" a new illumiD.ation, I believe, is the
"special emphasis we have experienced this Marx.Centenary year in seeing how all kinds of
different summaries haVe been worked· out-whether that be the ·many_ paragraphs throu·gh
·which Raya has summarized key categories in Rosa Luxemburg, Women's Liberation, and
Jvfarx's ·PhiloSophy- of Revolution, or whclhca'· it be the:: lOok hick at the summarizing
amendments we have added to our Constitution with each new book.
Take the paragraph in which Raya ••summed up.. Marx and the BlaCk world.•• It began
at the Expanded meeting of the Resident Editorial Board on January 1, when the new Rosa
Luxemburg,- Women's Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution book was fiilally in'
everyone's hands, and our:focus, ·at One and the sarin: time, was oil Raya·S Marx Centenary
National Lecture Tour, the' new edition of Ariterican Civilization on Trial we wantCd to issue,
and all the concrete activities we .would be cng.iged in from then to: the Constitutional
Converition being proposed there.· It was during ller summation·of the discussion on ~·new
moments," when Lou TUrner asked what that meant spccificaily in relation to the Blnck
dimensiori, that' Raya looked back. at thC whole 40 years of Maix's Marxism and showed the
concrete way he hi:!.d worked it out in his praxis. On the- tour itself, at th~ first lecture on
''Marx and the Black World,n it became an actual new paragraph to be added to the last
chapter of the book. Arid it is now the pivot of the new Introdu~ion to American CiVilization .
Womcn~s

on Trial.
There is not a sizlgle ••faci" in that new paiasraph that. wasn't already ''in'' the book.
But there is something new that haS been said when one looks at the totality, something that
even Marx didn't see that way. There is a new- consciousness both of what Marx was doing
over those 40 years and of what Marxist-Humanism has seen in those 40 years with eyes of
today. I believe that it is that jamming up of the totality Marx creatCd against the
philosophic categories Marxist-Humanism has' created that gets'you to those summatio~s and
makes them ··sunlmations that are nev.· beginnings."
Moreover, it stmck everyone especially fofcefully when summed up that way because
not many had lOoked at the neW book as one specifically on Marx's relation to the Black
dimension-whereas the' way in which MarX and Women's Liberation was summed up in
Chapter 12 was, more or less, ''taken for g.'1lnted.' 0 Yet,· when Raya got down to working out
h:r paper for a discussion with anthropologists (which she has called "Marx's 'New
Humanism' and the Dialectics of Women's Liberation in Primitive and Modern Societies..),
she found that-while she bad traced the Man/Woman_ concept in the manuscripts of the
1840s; the First International's Mme. Law and Capitars "Wal-king Day•• in the I R60s:
Dmitrieva and the Paris Commune in the 1870s; and Marx's commentaries on the Iroquois
and Irish women in the Ethnological Notebooks during the very last years of his life.....:..she
would need to dig more intO the 1850s, not to find IC but to find specifically what would bring
• Publhhcd in a Dixuuion Bulletin of Women's Ubcration·NCWI and Lenen Committees, in prcpara.
tion far a Canstitutionsl Coonntion of News and l.ettcn Conuuinces, Summer 1983
•• Thlt b the pasapapb Ra)a ukcd. us w add on p.l94 of Rosa I..wwnburg, Women"t Libna!lon,IJN/
Mgrx"3 Phl/o.wphy ofRnolutlon, at the end or the tint parqrapb:
With lhla dialectical cirde of drdea, Marx's rcfere4t:e In Ohe Ethnolo&taU Notd>ooks to the A!.lltn.lian
aboriainc u --me intellitent blAclr." brou&bt to a cobcluslon the dialectic be had Wlcba!Dcd wbcn be fmt
broke from bollfiCOit aoc.icty in the 18-40!. and objeC'Icd to the Ute of the word,. "'Ncsm."' u if it were
synOD)'lllOUI with the word. ..11-&vc." By the IBSC.. in the G~, be atended that ICDdllvity to the
wbol; p::-=;:i~! '*'Orld. By th~ 1860!; th~ B~~-k d!mentl0.1 bel;2me., at oue and the same time. not
only pivotal to the abolitlou of alavcry and victory of the North in .the Civil War, but abo to the
re5tnlctlWo~~a of CQPI141, IUidf. In a word. the oftea-q\:0\Cd. ~~cn=e, .. Labor amnot emii.Dcipatc itself in
the white akin wbere in the bl&ck skin II b branded,." far from beiDa rhetoric. was the actual rality I\Dil
the penpeetlvc for ovcn:omina that rality. Man readied, at every hiatoric tu.min& poltit., for a
coochu!ina point, act u an cad b\11 as & Dew jumpias off' point, a new bePnnJD.i. a aew Yit.!oo.
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-40out his praxis orl"the all-important revoh.iiiona_ry force of women in that decade. Of all that:was there, in that deCade, she chose the two that demonstrate his relationship, first,· with th-e
working women during a strike in 1853-54; and then with a woman writer, whose aristocratic
and reictionary husband and son had her committed to an insane asylum for daring to
oppose them during an election Campaign in 1858.
- The point of the story is not only ..to show th"at when you know what· you are looking for,
yOu -can find it. It is to see tlte new conception that arises· when Marx's deep relationship with
:iU the forces of ievolution-a philosoPhy that made- him keep his -eyes -glu~d on every
Opening and every event so that he not Only allied witb -those forces but made them pari of
his_ ·Very theory-is_looked back on after new philosophic categories have been· created in our
age by Marxist·Humanism .
. It is ·for the same· reason, I believe._ that the· so-caUed _listing of all 'of our works on
Women's Liberation, iar irom being a lamldry list or even a matter of ..digging them out;' of
tJ:te Archives, can become a real journey through the dialectic of our own 40 years: Looking
at it tOday, with the eyes of 1983, both connects us to Marx, and, at the point where a new
category was created, beccimes the totaUy new contribution to history and philos-ophy that
Marxist-Humanism has created. What I want- to present here is very far from either a
'summary paragraph, ·on the oni: hand, or any _exhaustive journey through our Af-chivcs, OIJ. the
other hand, but it will, hopefullY, show how recollection is not "'remembrance of things past"
but becomes ..new beginning."
w

The New Stage That Began in the l940s

Let's start with Ra)'a's defense of Re\'a Crane in the Workers Party when, .at the end of
World War II, the -men came home to re-assume the organizerships and other posts women
had taken over when. they had left. In t!le Archives you will find (p. 467)• Raya's December
18, i 945 critique of the Workers Party and their ''Need for iJ POlitical Perspective." You will
not find a word there on the sa<al!cd ..\Voman Question." Dut what that debate revolved
about was the attempt of the Workers Party to blame their failure to grow during the war, not
on their concept of the backwardness of the Amedcan masses, but_on the people who had to
carry out their line-who happened to have been women.
The Johnson·Forest ·rendency.defendi!d the women of the majority-by insisting it was
not those individuals- who had to be attacked but the political line they had so-faithfully
carried out. But it was only in 1953, in the document called ..Our OrganiZation"
(p. 2042)-after the break with both the Workers Pilny and the Socialist Workers Party.:_that
Raya placed that whole event within the analysis of the new obj:ctive·stagc we had by then
recognized-that is, the revolt of the women which h<id begun during the war, when women
by the millions left their kitchens, and that had intensified after the war when they refused to
quietly return. Moreover, it was at another whole new stage that we included that excerpt in
1970 in Notr:s on_ IVomen's Liberation, in the section we called ..The Historic Past, Present,
and Future .•. and the Need for Philosophy:• It did not mean that thD.t section had fully
worked out that philosophy, but working it out involves the dialectic from past, through
present. to future.
Look at that period between the end of the war and Our break from the Socialist
Workers Party. Two things just lenp out oi the Archives. One is a -l~tter (p. 1324) to a
woman comrade of the Johnson-Forest Tendency who had written an essny on .. Woman and
Socialism.'' Raya's letter turns out to be n critique which advises: ''Whnt you need .to do is
to give form to your content which has as logical and dialectical a development as the content
itself. Marx is pretty substantial, and ! like to follow his form of beginning with
phenomenon •.• and from there lead to essence .... The-end then returns to the beginning, only
• Reference to worb in the Manisl·Humanill Art:hivcs arc indicated by microfilm pqe numbcn, as
Guld~ lD the Rara DuMJif'V$kn)v Coll«lilln.

shown in the
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-41 the phenomena have now been enriched by the essence and ha:nce the conclusions are_ not
mere _appcar.mcc bl!_t law of motion, etc. Thus, don't you think. it would be better if you
began with: 'The steadily increasing divorce rate .. : " (You will have to read the letter for
yourselves for.thc concrctetless_ th:ll follows.)
That letter is' dated May 14, 1949. It iS just a month.before the miners strike in'West
Virginia during which, in the articles sent to the Militant. which included tho~e specifically on
thC miners ,Vives.(p. l477), she certainly foJiowed her own advice; Listen to a brief excerPt:
'A triil_ io nonhero West Virginia, SCat of sOme of the_ most 'fnilitarit mas~ pick~tiOg
of the jUst-concluded mine strike, reveals that the miners' wives· played an
imponant role. The most that could be ·gleaned froin the big_daities was that the
wives were ~t::~king' the long fight and empty food baskets becausl! t-hey had no
. other choice. !n truth. however, the role they-played V:·as not mere!}' a passive but
an actiVe one. Here are but a few incidents of the most recent. strike...
And.here foltows the different attitude ofthe'women than the union and how they took
matters· into their own hands. whethe'r .via hatpins or going door-tQ.odoor iri surrounding
· communities for help, or forming their own organization tc decide what to do shOuld their
husbands decide to gO back to work without a ccntract. (1 _believe we, can include some of
·this exciting material right in our neW pamphlet on that 1949-SO miners strike and the binh of
Marxist-Humanism.) No wonder the editor of the .Militant grudgingly had to· admit the
article~ were a breath of fresh air for that journal.
But now consider what it means 'that when (during the 1951 strike when I had moved to
PittsbUrgh)" Ra)ra asked me to-take the tape recorder to West Virginia to get those stories for
ourselves, she felt compelled to warn me not to allow the pervasive male chauvinism in the
mining regions to limit me only to talking with the women, imponant as -that was •. but to
rcmtmber that 1 was a "full politico'·with ideas to contribute on all questions. One grasps what
a ditfcrence there is between that full consciousness of whilt political·philosophic work is and
Rosa Luxemburg's refusal io be ••pigcon·holeii ..-which, no matter how valid, was not linked
at one and the same time. as Raya•s was, to development of woman as a new Subject of.
r~volulion.
·
·

From the Crilical Year, 1953; Through the 1960s; To Today's Womc;t'o; Liberation Movement
Let's turn to that critical yeai- of our own history, 1953, when-R3ya made the historic
breakthrough on the Absolute Idea and identified the dual movement therein. the movement
from practice to the-ory as we11 as the movement from theory to practice-but it did not
become the ground for Correspondence Committees. Where Gr:tce lee, on Stalin's death,
degraded the concept of Woman (and worker) to the insistence that the "new.. could be
shown in a cartoon of women in a factory exchanging hamburger recipes while they ignored
the radio blaring the news of Stalin's death, Raya turned to the workers in Charles Denby's
plant. who were -proposing their own foreman as Stalin's replacement. That is one sign of the
va'it gulf between conceptions of where we were going. Another, specifically on the question
of the dimension of v.·omcn, w.1s ·the simple: fnct that women workers likt:: Jerry Kcgg and
Angda TerranO felt so alienated from that page as it appeared that they refused to have their
c:olumns in that section. But the revolutionary dimension of women kept being revealed
eve-rywhere-from the chapters by Christine in lmlignwu 1/,•url to the magnificent story of
the women in Pt•oph• t~( K,•,Jya Sp,•uk fi'r Tll,•m.H•h•,•l',
When finally we were truly on our own, with the founding of News and Letters
Committees. it was no accident that we had already singled out women Us one uf the four
forces of revolution. Keeping one's eyes glued on the movement from practice_ almost
.. automatically.. reveals the revolutionary dimension of women th;-oughout all or
history-from the milkmaids described in ,\/ar.,·i.ml mul Fr,•,•:/om right through every cvcr1t of
)'Our own day. Consitlcr how powerfully it was recorded through the whole explosion of
pounphtets thut came out of the Jl16Us, so that Workt•r.\' /Jatth• .·Juwmcuimr inl'lut.lcs not only
the CM'hange he-tween Charles Denhy and Angela Terrano, a young working woman. but the
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voice of the young woman who' spOke as a ''rebel with a cause''; arid our two women Freedom
_Riders, one· white and one· Black, found something as magnificent aS ''Woman Power
Unlimited" in Mississippi. We were ''writing on women" everywhei'e-whether that was the
..Two Worlds'" cOlumn in April 1960 'on "Revolution and Counter-Revolution· ir. South
Africa"- which described the 19S2 revolt of the S!'luth Africa-n women against the passes; or
whether it was the Weekly Political Letter on July 6, 1962 from the Gambia which described
the "high level of discussion of that allegedly most b3ckw:lcd African, a Mandinka woman,
who was not only a natural olator but, illiteracy notwithstanding. the most intelligent 'citizen
of the world: as one young woman phraSed it";· or whether it was the interview with a Hong
Kong refugee; or the wonten of the Maryland Freedom Union. Arid just consider_the title of
Raya's "In ·Memoriam" to Natalia Trotsky in 1962 that transformed it into the whole
questi.:}n of the ''Role of WOmen in RevolUtion."
Yet it· was not until Women's Liberation· bed moved froni' Ide2. to aCtu3.1 Movemerii,
that we could initiate a very_ different kind of Marxist-Humanist Women•s Liberation page in
our paper in November 1969, publish-Notes on Women:S LiberatiOn: We Speak" in Many
Voices in Jan~ary 1970-and identify Women's Liberation as the critical newest of the new
passions and new forces in Philosophy and Revolution while amending our Constitution in
1973 to catch that new·stage objectively and subjCctiveJy. That did not mean only that the
movement from practice Hiuminated for us what we had been- doing all through those years;
or even that we first saw all the new questions it raised. It iS true lhat we saw, with new eyes,
that the struggles we had recogn!zed as both race and c!ass were, as well, a vital pan of the
true Women's Liberation Movement~ It is tme thai: the interview with Jade took on even
-deeper meaning when it became part of a new pamphlet we-called-Sexism, Politics and
Revolution iit Mao's_China. There was nothing we pUblished during the 1970s that was not
deepened by the new category of woman as force and Reason, whether that was Amcrica:S
First Unfinished Revolution or the First General Strike or Frantz Fanon, Soweto and American
Black Thoughl. But from the beginning we spelled. out what WE had io contribute as Jaboi,
Black, AND PHILOSOPHV1 be~g~ without tb-em the!'~ e:n he co total cproo:!ng~ What is
key to grasp in the new pamphlet we published directly on women, and what distinguishes
Working Women for Freedom from No!es on Wnm~n·s Liberalion is" that the Appendix, Raya'.s
·essay .on "Women as Thinkers and as Revolutionaries,•• established its whole fonn-and was
grounded in Philosophy and Revolution, Chapter I, without which there could not have been a
- Chapter 9.
The truth is that the 1975 series of lectures by Raya et the University Center for Adult
Education on "Women as Thinkers AND AS REVOLUTIONARIES" proved to be the very
first expression of the new dialectic that had begun with Philosophy and Revolution and-after
seven long, hard years cf funher digging and following where it led-brought us to the whole
new stage of coinition represented by cur new book, Rosa Luxemburg. Women's Liberation,·
and !Jarx's Philosophy of Revolution.
Philosophy as Actloa and as Antlcfpadoa: Our TriloGY aad t?ur History
When the dialectic of history has been unchained-and it was unchained for our age by

Marxist·Humanism-all kinds of riew insights into phiJIJsiJphy as action and philosophy as
::uuicipation are possible. It was when a whole new category had been made of "Woman as
Reason and as Revolutionary Force••-as only one woman phUosopher, Rayu Ounayevskaya.
had succeeded in doing-that women finaUy became a vital part of the philosOphy of
freedom. That is what made it possible fer us to "'lummarize" the whole decade of the
Women's Liberation Movement"s search for a theory in one sbon page (New.s & Leuer.s, June,
1980) as a critique of three representative alternatives to that philosophy. It is whnt made
possible such new kinds of essays as Unzuln Wislanka"s on· women in Poland. and Ned a
Azad's on women in the Middle East, and Eugene Walker's on "Marx's Concept of Woman,"'
and Rt•volmionary Feminism.
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-43The most direct, immediate expansions of the new bOok directly on Women's'Liberation
are, of course. the lectufe Raya presented at the Third World -Women's Conference in
Urbana, m., which will be included in their publication of _the papers given there, and the
paper for the 3.nthropolo8Y conference I referred to at the very beginning of this discussion
ait_icic. ~ Btit can anyone think that the new Introduction to American Civilization on Trial is
nOt ·~ori. Womenn when ihey read· that full sC.ction ·an ''Historic Turning Points: Slave Revolts,
WomC:n's Liberation. Ariti·lmperialism..?
.
__
.. _ . . Or ·ean any Ofus:nli.sS ·seeing that our 25- Years of Ma_rxist-HumO:nism in the U.S. iS both
thC first of our pamphlets to flow out of the nCw, third book, amd one of the best su~maries of
~_our writings' on Womer\~s Libera~iori ·we cOuld pOssiblY ·compile?_ Just_ t3.ke a look at the
footnotes alone! Look at footnotes 15 and .16 on p. 8; at footnote 18 on p. 11; at footnote 26
ori. p. 14 (which records what the Black women in the factories said of The S"econd Sex in the
.- mid~l940s!); at the whole of p. 15 with all four of ihose Criiical footnotes; ·ut footnotes 37 to
39 on p. 18;: footnotes 45 and 46, 48 and 50, 2nd the whole final section from p. 23 to the
end-indetd, scarcely ·a Page of the entire histo1y is not actively on the revolutionarydim_ension- of woman. "
Most of all, can an)•one read the Marxist-Humanist trilogy of revolution with. eyes of
today and think we can ""pick'' the pages or sections that are ..on woman•• without projecting
thnt it is that entire trilogy that addresses Women's Liberation? Just as grap;PJing with study
classes in the new book at the beginning of the· year made us see that even a class that was to
be strictly on. Part H on •·The _.Women's Liberation Movement as Revolutionary Force and
Reason" would soon enough reveal that, in fact, Pan II projects all three pans-and propels
one back to Part I on Rosa Luxembqrg and forward to Part III on the totality of Marx~will
Rosa Luxemburg, WomenS Liberation, and MarxS Philosophy c;f Revolution not send us back
to Philosophy and Revolution. and help us to understand that work in a very new way? That
is what ltiC!Iieve the journeys t_hr~ugh our own 40 years we have been making will help us dO .

•
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Added liote. /!larch i985:
By now, March 1985, Humanities Press has on its presses a fourth major philosophic
work by Raya Du!J.ayevskaya, Women's Lib_eration and the Dialectics of Revolution: Reaching
for the Future, which concretizes still further the dialectics of revolution and the dialeCtic of
..our own 40 years." It. is not only that this new work covers -a full 35 years of
Marxist·Humanist writings on Women's Liberation, but that in covering that sweep, it places
the development of today's Women's Liberation Movement firmly within the specific nature
of our Cpoch-the movement from practice that is a form of theory. It was that category
which Marxist-Humanism created ·at its birth and by Which it found the link of continuity
with Marx'S Marxism and Unchained the dialectic for our age. This new, fourth book
becomes our first major theoretical woik to present Marxist-Humanism as it itself developed
dialectically. At the same time, in tracing the dialectics of revolution through one specific
force as Reason-Women's Liberation-it illuminates the dialectic for any and for all the
·
·
forces of revolution.

